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Is Obama Really Preparing For Civil War?

Insert enclosed
in this special
edition printing.
Exclusive
instructions for
a
life-saving
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Nuclear Fallout
Meter.

Food prices to skyrocket as supplies plunge -

by Chuck Baldwin - chuckbaldwinlive.com

Low inventories, lack of farmers brings on ‘perfect storm’
WorldNetDaily.com (Please note: Certain articles can only be listed
According to an obscure report in the European Union Times on our website if we have a link to the original article:
(EUTimes.net), "Russian Military Analysts are reporting to Prime
http://www.wnd.com/index.php?pageId=118656)
Minister Putin that US President Barack Obama has issued an order to his
Northern Command's (USNORTHCOM) top leader, US Air Force
In a recent report on the state of the economy, the New York Times
General Gene Renuart, to 'begin immediately' increasing his military said food stamps are being used by a record number – one in eight –
forces to 1 million troops by January 30, 2010, in what these reports warn Americans and one in four children.
is an expected outbreak of civil war within the United States before the
At the same time, food banks run by churches are being overrun with
end of winter.
requests for help. And if that isn’t troubling enough, other data point to
"According to these reports, Obama has had over these past weeks a much darker future.
'numerous' meetings with his war council about how best to manage the
expected implosion of his Nation's banking system while at the same time
Editor’s Note:
attempting to keep the United States military hegemony over the World
in what Russian Military Analysts state is a 'last ditch gambit' whose
This past week the giant plant genetics company Bayer admitted in a
success is 'far from certain.'"
US Federal Court that it has been “unable to control the spread of its
The EU Times article continues by saying, "To the fears of Obama over genetically-engineered organisms despite ‘the best practices’ to stop
the United States erupting into civil war once the full extent of the rape widespread contamination” and which may very well see the destruction of
and pillaging of these peoples by their banks and government becomes the American’s ability to feed themselves as these ‘monster plants’ reap
known to them, grim evidence now shows the likelihood of this occurring their destruction on Nature. Genetics is life, and we need to tend it!
much sooner than later."
The Times story goes on to say that there are "over 220 million
American people armed to the teeth and ready to explode."
The Times article concludes by saying, "Though the coming civil war
in the United States is being virtually ignored by their propaganda media,
the same cannot be said of Russia, where leading Russian political analyst,
Professor Igor Panarin has long warned that the economic turmoil in the
United States has confirmed his long-held view that the US is heading for
collapse."
Many of us would be inclined to pooh-pooh such a story, but then there
is this column from Bloomberg.com entitled "Arming Goldman With
Pistols Against Public," written by Alice Schroeder. According to Ms
Schroeder:
"'I just wrote my first reference for a gun permit,' said a friend, who told
me of swearing to the good character of a Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
banker who applied to the local police for a permit to buy a pistol. The
banker had told this friend of mine that senior Goldman people have
loaded up on firearms and are now equipped to defend themselves if there
is a populist uprising against the bank."
There is no doubt that the American people have good reason to
despise these international banksters epitomized by Goldman Sachs. Even
See Civil War, Page 3

See website listed above

EDITORIAL: JUST SAY “NO”

TO LAWLESS, USURPING GOVERNMENT
What do people do when the government is they are breaking their own laws... imagine that.
Employees often state they are REQUIRED to get a W-4 from you,
SO out of control, SO lawless, SO corrupt...
that they completely ignore the boss? Well, you and they will threaten you with the loss of your job if you say no, but ARE
go back to our roots... go back to the actual laws they “required” to get this W-4?
-Internal Revenue Manual, Part 5.14.10.2:
designed to protect us, and you ignore EVERY
“Private employers, states, and political subdivisions are not required to
ASPECT OF THE GOVERNMENT
enter into payroll deduction agreements.”
THAT IS OUTSIDE THOSE LAWS.
Jeff Maehr
Wow, so how can they spin this into “required?” They can’t. On top of
“Usurping?” Usurpation? What is that?
Publisher & Editor
(Oooh-sur-pa-tion). a: “To take possession of all this, employers are NOT required to be withholding agents for the
without legal claim; to seize and hold (as office, place, or powers) in IRS. They have no legal duty to do this unless an employee requests for
possession by force or without right; b: to take or make use of without payroll deductions, and even in THAT case, I’d send a yearly bill to the
right.” This means to steal, unlawfully take, pilage, deceive, defraud, and IRS for the costs associated with being a “withholding agent” for the IRS
without compensation being provided.
otherwise cheat you OUT of what is rightfully and legally YOURS!
These withholdings INCLUDE Social Security and Medicare, which
January 20th is a National Strike Day. (Read about it on the News Brief
page 7) This is a day that all American’s can actually do something and cannot be forced, by law, from you. Imagine a 30% pay raise with your
have an impact directly in making a point. Part of this day can include the next check? All it takes is a little reading homework. If you are concerned
simple remedy to the loss of your income... Refile your W4 form with your about all this, simply send your own letter using the documents available
and ASK the IRS to clarify ‘WHY YOU HAVE TO HAVE
employer... and opt out of the payroll deduction plan.
“No, that sounds scary, or illegal.” Well it isn’t illegal, and if it is “scary,” WITHHOLDING CONTRARY TO THE LAW.” Put the burden of
it is because we’ve forgotten to examine our lives and how we are being proof on them. When they don’t answer, or give you a non-answer, you
deceived and defrauded by governments across the country because we have the documentation showing that you showed good faith in seeking
the truth, and you can now disregard any unlawful requests.
don’t KNOW the law, and how LAW is actually on our side.
Second thing we can do: Investigate your legal position in the
The Payroll deduction plan is VOLUNTARY...
“Income” tax scam. Do you know what “income” actually is, legally? Can
Title 26, CFR - 31.3402(p)-1(b)(i)
“...an employee who desires to enter an agreement under section you define it according to law and NOT according to propaganda, or
3402(p) shall furnish his employer with Form W-4... the furnishing of “conventional wisdom?” If you haven’t, then you are being suckered into
paying taxes on something you don’t even have in most cases.
such Form W-4 shall constitute a request for withholding.”
How many times do I have to say this? How many times do we have
iii (2): “An agreement under section 3402(p) shall be effective for such
period as the employer and employee mutually agree upon. However, to publish the laws, the case law and the constitutional issues involving
either the employer or the employee may terminate the agreement prior to taxation before we stand up and defend our rights and freedoms?
Besides you not having legal “income” in most cases, the IRS Code
the end of such period by furnishing a signed written notice to the other.”
Does that sound like... “you HAVE to fill this out or you can’t get a job” actually has nothing in it that lawfully...
1. Makes you a “taxpayer,” as they LOVE to label us... There is NO
to YOU? No. Our employers have been deceived by the IRS as much as
we have. In fact, when the IRS gets these “opt out” forms, they often will law “making” you a “taxpayer.” They act as if EVERYONE is a “taxpayer,”
send a paper bullet (legally worthless piece of paper) “ordering” the but this MUST be shown by LAW in order for them to demand that you
employer to refile a W-4 form FOR you and to place ZERO deductions pay “income” taxes. Guess what? When you file the 1040 bootleg form,
on it. Of course, this is in gross violation of law and is fraud on both the you are “self assessing” and voluntarily declaring that you ARE a
employee and the employer because the employee loses money every “taxpayer,” and that you “owe” whatever you put down on the form. Write
the IRS and ask them... “show me the law?” (Questions to the IRS
check, and the employer has to do the paperwork, accounting, etc.
The employer can simply send a tentative “NO” to the IRS and request available online - See P. 22 - Create a paper trail of doing your duty to
the IRS provide them with proof that they are required by law to perform understand the law. When they don’t respond, they are in default).
2. Proves that you are receiving “income” as defined by law, and NOT
as they direct and WHY they are demanding this action contrary to Title
26. There IS NO LAW that does this, so they won’t be able to lawfully by what everyone has been told. Income is NOT wages, salary or
respond.. The IRS is the schoolyard bully we all hated and despised, and compensation for service, so say the courts. (See “What is Income,” P.22).
3. Makes you liable FOR filing a 1040 form... because the 1040 form
is not presently a legal government document that they can REQUIRE
you
to fill out and “return.” The 1040 form is actually a “bootleg” form
For those who take our times and our situation seriously, we call
upon everyone to reach out to like-minded people in your area and that the courts have stated clearly we do not have to file, (except in the
begin NOW to prepare for the worst, and work to make it the best. trash heap), when it is not a legal government form. (Proof law available
We NEED each other... we NEED a network... we need to know online - See P. 22).

Attention Citizens of America:
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See Editorial, Page 5

each other and join forces. If you want to make such contact and
don’t have anyone in your area, please contact the Free Press and
we will help coordinate contacts in your area so you can build the
support structures you know you will need. Take this VERY
seriously because something IS in the wind.
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From Civil War, Page 1
one of Goldman's poster-boys, Henry Paulson, US Treasury secretary and
former Goldman CEO, admitted that the American people were fed up.
Schroeder quotes Paulson as saying, during testimony to Congress last
summer, "[People] were unhappy with the big discrepancies in wealth, but
they at least believed in the system and in some form of market-driven
capitalism. But if we had a complete meltdown, it could lead to people
questioning the basis of the system."
Schroeder correctly opines, "There you have it. The bailout was meant
to keep the curtain drawn on the way the rich make money, not from the
free market, but from the lack of one. Goldman Sachs blew its cover when
the firm's revenue from trading reached a record $27 billion in the first
nine months of this year, and a public that was writhing in financial agony
caught on that the profits earned on taxpayer capital were going to pay
employee bonuses."
Schroeder concludes her column by saying, "And if the proles
[proletariat: plebs, working class, peasants] really do appear brandishing
pitchforks at the doors of Park Avenue and the gates of Round Hill Road,
you can be sure that the Goldman guys and their families will be holed up
in their safe rooms with their firearms."
So, do Wall Street and Russian analysts know something that we don't
know? Is this why George W. Bush initiated USNORTHCOM to begin
with? Is this why Barack Obama is beefing up USNORTHCOM? This
would help explain the reports of all those potential detention camps that
have been constructed (including the abandoned military installations that
have refurbished security fences, guard towers, etc., around them). Has the
American people's disgust with these crooks and thieves within the federal
government and Wall Street reached a boiling point?
There is no question that people are angry, and for good reason.
The fraudulent financial policies of the Federal Reserve and its lackeys
in the White House and Congress have literally bankrupted the country.
Real unemployment is most likely over 20%. Taxes (along with costly
fees, regulations, restrictions, penalties, mandates, etc.) at every level are
going through the ceiling. America's jobs have been outsourced. Barack
Obama continues G.W. Bush's irresponsibility, digging America deeper
and deeper into foreign entanglements, at the cost of trillions of dollars
and thousands of lives. The IRS continues to harass and harangue honest
citizens, squeezing them like the proverbial turnip. And now, add the
insanity of a global climate treaty being hammered out in Copenhagen,
and a universal health care bill being rammed through Congress, and the
outlook is even gloomier.
I feel very comfortable in saying that the usurpations of power, the
encroachments upon liberty, and the arrogant tax-and-spend policies
emanating from Washington, D.C., and Wall Street these days are far
more egregious than what George Washington and the boys were
enduring in
1775-76 at the hands of the British Crown. There is no doubt in my
mind that if Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and Sam Adams were alive
today, they would have given cause for the Goldman Sachs banksters to
retreat to their bunkers years ago!
The fact is, we do need a revolution! But not a revolution of anarchy
and pitchforks. (The history of France should be ample evidence of the
futility of this strategy.) We need a revolution of the individual
states: to reclaim their sovereignty and fight for the liberties of their
sovereigns (We the People). That is exactly what our forefathers did in '76.
America's founding document (the Declaration of Independence)
declares that our states are "free and independent." And so they are. We
are not "one nation" with one all-powerful central government. We are a
confederation of nation-states, united in a voluntary union, with each
State reserving to itself the power and authority of self-determination, and

ceding to the federal government limited, specifically delineated duties
and limitations--limitations that have been totally ignored to the point
that, for all intents and purposes, our once-great constitutional republic
has been thoroughly expunged. Therefore, it is NOW time for the states
to stand up to this meddlesome, every-growing tyranny that is known as
Washington, D.C., and defend the rights and liberties of their citizens!
What Dr. Ed Vieira (an attorney with 4 earned degrees from Harvard,
who has successfully argued cases before the US Supreme Court) wrote a
few weeks ago should serve as a template for every State governor and
legislature that truly cares about liberty. See Ed's column at:
http://www.newswithviews.com/Vieira/edwin201.htm
As Vieira says, the states should resurrect their militias. Many--if not
all--states have the legal authority for such entities in their constitutions.
In some states they are called the State Guard. Some plainly use the word
"militia." Whatever they are called, they need to be activated. And all that
is necessary for this to be accomplished is the order of the governor. It's
that simple!
And as Vieira said, states need to adopt an alternative currency-including, and most especially, gold and silver. In other words, they need
to develop their own private economies, complete with their own banks
and exchange mediums. They also need to reject the multinational
agribusiness and develop their own in-State agricultural and energy
businesses.
I would dare say that the first State that determines to follow Vieira's
sagacious counsel (and rumblings of this have already begun in states such
as Alaska, Oklahoma, Texas, Montana, New Hampshire, Indiana,
Tennessee, South Carolina, etc.) would have so many liberty-loving
patriots flock there that its economy would explode with prosperity-resulting in a domino effect of many other states following suit--and the
revolution that this country so desperately needs would indeed take place.
Furthermore, such a revolution would be constitutional, lawful, moral, and,
yes, in compliance with the laws of Nature and of Nature's God.
In the meantime, is Barack Obama really worried about civil war? He
might be. It is my observation that Washington politicians and
bureaucrats are the most paranoid people on the planet. The problem is-as with most power-hungry Machiavellians--their paranoia often
translates into more oppression and less liberty for the citizenry. And if
this is true, it simply means that the states need to hurry up and do what
needs to be done!

Food Prices, from Page 1
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government.
Throw out George H.W. Bush in 1992, and nothing changes. Throw
the Democrats out of Congress in 1994, and nothing changes. Throw Bill
Clinton's party out of the White House in 2000, and nothing changes.
Baldwin - chuckbaldwinlive.com
Throw out G.W. Bush's Republicans in 2008, and nothing changes. The
According to Rasmussen Reports, "Seventy-one percent (71%) of only thing that happens with a changing of the guard is an escalation in
voters nationwide say they're at least somewhat angry about the current the pace of whatever version of socialism--or Big Government program-policies of the federal government. That figure includes 46% who are Very is currently in vogue. With Bush it meant expanding the Warfare State.
With Obama it means expanding the Welfare State. But both do
Angry.
"The latest Rasmussen Reports national telephone survey finds that everything they can to expand Big Government.
When will we awaken to the reality that Washington, D.C., has had
only 27% are not angry about the government's policies, including 10%
the American people chasing their tails for decades? People, wake up! As
who are Not at All Angry."
The report goes on to say, "The data suggests that the level of anger is long as we continue to focus our attention and energy on Washington,
growing. The 71% who are angry at federal government policies today is D.C., we will only continue to supply more rope to those who wish to
hang us.
up five percentage points since September.
Washington, D.C., is too far gone to salvage. Admit it! Washington is
"Even more stunning, the 46% who are Very Angry is up 10 percentage
a cesspool, a landfill, and a putrid pond of corruption and duplicity.
points from September."
The report also states, "The latest numbers show that only nine percent Neither the Republican nor Democratic Party will ever allow a principled
(9%) of voters trust the judgment of America's political leaders more than constitutionalist to become its Presidential nominee. No matter whom we
the judgment of the American people." It further states, "Seventy-one elect as President, the beat toward Big-Government socialism and onepercent (71%) believe the federal government has become a special world internationalism will go on without interruption. Big Government
interest group that looks out primarily for its own interests. Sixty-eight scalawags own the entire federal system, including Big Media, Big
percent (68%) believe that government and big business work together in Business, Big Labor, Big Religion, and Big Special Interest Groups. They
are all feeding at the government teat.
ways that hurt consumers and investors."
Therefore, it is absolutely obligatory that freedom-minded Americans
Rasmussen Reports goes on to say that voter opposition to the
proposed health care plan, government bailouts, and higher taxes is refocus their attention to electing State legislators, governors, judges and
sheriffs who will fearlessly defend their God-given liberties. And, as
especially high.
That Americans are angry with the federal government is nothing new. plainly and emphatically as I know how to say it, I am telling you: ONLY
As a general rule, Americans STAY angry with the federal government. So THE STATES CAN DEFEND OUR LIBERTY NOW! And
awakening to this reality means we will have to completely readjust our
what? Nothing changes, anger and discontentment notwithstanding.
Oh! Occasionally, grassroots effort can be mustered in sufficient thinking and priorities.
It means awakening to the fact that Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity, and
quantity to stop whatever happens to be the latest effort by the miscreants
in Washington, D.C., that tramples our freedoms. But only occasionally. Bill O'Reilly (and the rest of Big Media's talking heads) are, for the most
The only recent triumph I can think of was when G.W. Bush, Lindsey part, irrelevant to providing real solutions to the continuing loss of liberty.
Graham, and John McCain tried to ram an amnesty bill for illegal aliens And, in truth, they are, more often than not, part of the problem, because
through Congress. But never fear, Barack Obama, Nancy Pelosi, and they continue to focus our attention on Washington, D.C., and off the
source of genuine solution, which lies with the states drawing a
Harry Reid will pick up that particular baton soon enough.
I'm old enough to remember when giving the Panama Canal away was constitutional line in the sand for freedom. Good grief! Beck and O'Reilly
opposed by virtually everyone outside the Beltway. It changed nothing. have recently even advocated for higher federal taxes! Yeah! That's a real
Jimmy Carter and Congress gave it away, anyway. Most people oppose the solution: more power and money to Washington, D.C. Ughhh!
Instead of getting all worked up about what Glenn Beck says or what
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. So what? Our troops are not only still there,
but more are on the way. Most people believe children should be allowed Sarah Palin says or what CFR member and Big Government neocon
to pray and read the Bible in school. So what? They still are forbidden Newt Gingrich says, start paying attention to what your State legislators
from doing so. Most people believed former Alabama Chief Justice Roy and candidates are saying.
If we had more State legislators such as Washington State's Matthew
Moore had the right to post the Ten Commandments in his courtroom.
So what? He was forced to take them down, anyway (and removed from Shea; Georgia's Bobby Franklin; Pennsylvania's Sam Rohrer; New
Hampshire's Dan Itse; Michigan's Paul Opsommer; Oklahoma's Randy
office in the process). I could go on, but you get the point.
Anger and opposition to Washington's policies and edicts--no matter Brogdon, Sally Kern and Charles Key; Montana's Rick Jore, Greg Hinkle,
now egregious--hardly ever translate into anything beyond words of and Joel Boniek; Tennessee's Susan Lynn; South Carolina's Michael Pitts
frustration. And Washington politicians don't pay much attention to and Lee Bright; Missouri's Jim Guest and Cynthia Davis; and sheriffs
such as South Carolina's Ray Nash, Arizona's Richard Mack and Joe
rhetoric--not even their own.
You see, the wizards in Washington and on Wall Street have us figured Arpaio, Montana's Jay Printz and Shane Harrington, etc., it wouldn't
out. Along with their compatriots in the propaganda press corps, they matter what those nincompoops inside the Beltway do. The federal
know that no matter how loudly we scream, how much we protest, or how government cannot violate your rights and steal your freedoms without
angry we become, the system is rigged to protect them. The best we the the consent and approbation of your State government..
Folks, let's get down to where the rubber meets the road: the reason we
people can seem to come up with is "throwing the bums out" every two or
four years. BUT NOTHING CHANGES--at least, not in terms of are in the miserable mess we are in is because the states have--either
restoring the fundamental principles of freedom and constitutional wittingly or unwittingly--ceded their authority and independence to
Washington, D.C. Therefore, it is now critical that states reclaim their
authority--authority that is duly granted them under the US
Constitution.
All of us who call ourselves conservatives or constitutionalists or
libertarians (who, no doubt, compose a majority, especially in "red" states)
need to retake their State governments. Elect a governor who knows how
to say "No" to the federal government. Elect a State legislature that knows
how to say "No" to Washington, D.C. Elect sheriffs and State judges who
understand the Constitution, State sovereignty, and the principles of
freedom--and who are courageous enough to defend those sacred
principles in the face of attempted federal usurpation.
The truth is, for all intents and purposes, we could turn off television
completely and be in no worse shape. And newspapers are no better. The
vast majority of them blatantly support and promote Big Government. As
Mark Twain said, "If you don't read the newspaper, you are uninformed; if
you do read the newspaper, you are misinformed."
With Big Media, it's all about Washington politics. Period. For the
most part, the conservative-liberal/Republican-Democrat paradigm is
nothing but a distraction at best, and a scam at worst, to keep all of us
safely on the federal reservation, where we are without hope or recourse to
See Anger, Page 11
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ANGER
WITH
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT NOT ENOUGH By Chuck

2010 Election Secrets: How to Regain Control Over the Scam!
The election process is a mystery to most
people... kept that way by party leaders who
maintain control over who is involved and the
party agenda. Case in point: Ron Paul’s
running for the Presidency.
From the
beginning, even though he was running
Republican, he was marginalized, and even the
Republican party in Archuleta County went to
great lengths (some claim illegal) to prevent him
from being on the ballot, or reaching the
primaries. Is this the kind of chicanery we want
from the two party “illusions of choice?”
There is something we can all do at the local
level to elect a constitutionalist (one who will
uphold the supreme law of the land), but a quick
course in the politics of primaries is in order.
There are 3141 counties in the United
States. Each of these counties are divided into
neighborhood precincts, which are located in
relation to the population and where you live.
Next year, the voters in each precinct will
elect their neighborhood “Precinct Executive.”
Democrats elect Democrat Precinct Executives,
and Republicans elect Republican Precinct
Executives.
Most of us have been unaware of this vote,
which goes largely uncontested in the spring
primaries. What this means is that anyone can

run for this position, with only a handful of
signatures necessary to be placed on the ballot.
There is a movement called “Wag the Dog
2010,” (http://www.wagthedog2010.com) that
is leading the way to elect only 300,000400,000+ Precinct Executives. THAT IS ALL
THAT IS NECESSARY TO RESTORE
OUR
COUNTRY
TO
A
CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC.
.There are millions of Tea Party members,
millions of 912ers, millions who are Ron Paul
supporters (remember Ron Paul... the guy who
warned everyone in the election process of
pending economic troubles... and was ignored?)
With that many people alert to what is
happening to our nation and political parties, we
should easily be able to establish 3 or 4 hundred
thousand people in this position.
Now, there’s another little secret that
virtually no one knows about, but is critical to
the process. One month after the 2010 primary
for each state, the “County Precinct
Organizational Meeting” takes place where they
elect the “County Party Leaders.” This is the
meeting they do NOT want you to know about.
If the potential party leaders refuse to take a
pledge or oath to support the constitution (such
as through oathkeepers.org), we replace them

all. All this has a great deal to do with how
votes are counted (by computer, or hand
counted), and we should be greatly concerned
about this potential to defraud us all out of our
vote. Go to youtube.com and search for “South
Carolina, Super Tuesday and Ron Paul” for a 10
minute college course on this.
Party leaders determine Congressional
candidates and local candidates, who the State
party leaders are, and then the State party
leaders decide on the National party leaders.
The whole process is kept quiet, and only
those who believe they are the elite of their
party usually know about any of this. You can
change this by simply reading the facts about
the process and how to get involved with your
group and neighborhood.
http://theprecinctproject.wordpress.com/ is
a good source for detailed information on this
process. It isn’t too early to begin taking steps to
prepare a strategy for demanding constitutional
leaders in our local counties.
The local Sheriff election will be a primary
target for establishing a constitutional Sheriff
with help from Sheriff Mack, working with over
900 2010 Sheriff elections across the country.
If you’ve ever wanted to make a difference,
then join these efforts. Stay tuned to SWFP.

ignore these questions. At least you can show that you asked them if a
Editorial, from Page 1
The Senate Report analysis of 44 USC, Sec. 3512 states that; 21 battle heats up. Remember, they thrive on threats and fear, but the law is
“[i]nformation collection requests which do not display a current control completely against them.
We are allowing a bully that we are a hundred times bigger than, kick
number (OMB -Office of Management and Budget, number) or, if not,
indicate why not are to be considered 'bootleg' requests and may be us around and demand money from us. The LAW is on our side, and if
ignored by the public.... These are the only circumstances under which a we all wake up to this truth, we can collectively tell the corporate federal
person may justify the failure to maintain information for or provide government to drop dead, and put it BACK into its cage... and try them
information to any agency otherwise required, (Required by law-JTM) by in a court of law, and convict them all for treason and racketeering against
reliance on this Act.” S.Rep. No. 930, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 52, reprinted the American people.
Yes, this takes a little courage to stand against the tyrant “goliath,” but
in 1980 U.S.Code Cong. & Admin. News 6241, 6292.
all it takes is simply understanding the issues, the laws, and then taking
3512. Public protection;
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be action by standing on the laws we have on our side. It is only scary when
subject to any penalty for failing to comply with a collection of you don’t know what the laws actually say. Once you see them, and see the
IRS for what it is, THEN you are empowered and encouraged, and at the
information that is subject to this subchapter if (1) the collection of information does not display a valid control crossroads where you either continue down the slavery road, or you join
number assigned by the Director in accordance with this subchapter; or with thousands of others who are understanding this scam for what it is,
(2) the agency fails to inform the person who is to respond to the and saying “NO MORE” to it.
Those who are still asleep... those who are in denial... those who still
collection of information that such person is not required to respond to
worship government and Obama’s salvation wagon... then you have your
the collection of information unless it displays a valid control number.
(b) The protection provided by this section may be raised in the form masters to follow. The rest of us? Freedom and truth, or we fight back.
The best way to do this is to educate yourself on the actual laws. Is it
of a complete defense, bar, or otherwise at any time during the agency
worth it to take the time to investigate this whole issue to learn that you’ve
administrative process or judicial action applicable thereto.”
Have YOU ever been “informed” by the IRS that you are “not required been enslaved all these years, and your hard earned money stolen under
to respond to the collection of information unless it displays a valid pretense of law? If you don’t act on your rights and the law, then you’ve
caved in to the servant... are being held hostage by the very servant you
control number” regarding the 1040 form?
You see, the whole “income tax” system is so full of legal holes, full of hired to serve and protect you.
Don’t believe any of this? PROVE IT WRONG. Claim the huge
fraud and deceit, coercion and threats, that any one of these issues, (and
there are many MORE) could stop the IRS dead in its tracks for most rewards available for anyone who can do that. If you can read a book, and
add one and one, then you can understand the simple facts and case law
Americans.
Further more, the IRS also has NO jurisdiction in ANY state or local that spells out the facts for you. Believe your own eyes. Challenge your
business... because it is a “federal” (as they claim) agency, and the Federal CPA, or ANY attorney you know with those questions, MAKE them
government (corporation) has NO authority over the States OR you in PROVE it.
Investigate Tom Cryer, attorney, who just won against the IRS on some
regard to “income taxes.” This applies to their own territory and their own
employees. (If you didn’t read the article “United States Corporate of these issues. Don’t let intimidation or fear stop you from securing your
Takeover...” in last issue, get it online because it will help you understand rights under the Constitution or laws of the land. There is strength in
numbers. Don’t take ANYONE’S word for this... read the laws and case
this beast).
laws yourself. PROVE that you owe “income” taxes. Know WHO you
Now... don’t misunderstand the game or the war... we ALWAYS
answer the IRS or any agency of the corporate beast, but we simply do it are, and defend yourself and your family and friends. We MUST work
with “ABC, 123.” That is, we ask them to PROVE their standing... against this monumental financial scam that has been stealing our money
PROVE their law... PROVE that you are what they say you are... a since 1913, in conjunction with the Federal Reserve.
If begging, pleading, even presenting actual laws and court cases on
“taxpayer,” that there is a law MAKING you liable for “income taxes,” or
that you even HAVE legal “income.” You can’t be something because they this and many other things won’t move us to action to proving all things,
say you are. There MUST be a law... a statute... SOMETHING to then we deserve what we are getting and far worse that will come because
MAKE you a “taxpayer,” and MAKE you “liable,” and it CAN’T conflict we did NOTHING to change it. We are allowing others to “change” us
and our lives, to control us, to manipulate us, and bleed us dry of wealth so
with the Constitution.
Have you ever seen anything that does this? Have you ever PROVEN we cannot stop them even if we wanted to at some later time. The time
that you OWE “income” taxes? We have the Constitutional RIGHT to to act is NOW. We have EVERYTHING going for us, but if we do
receive answers, and the IRS’ own code states this although they will nothing, we will only get more of the same... and worse to come.
January 8, 2010
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Climategate
Redistribution!

Scam

-

Wealth

The end result is
witnessing the loss of
who we are and what
we can be as a society
of people, where at one
time we came together
and
fought
for
freedom in several
wars that needed
America to tip a
balance and save a few
foreign nations from
devastation and a
genocide. The last few
decade's have seen our
government destroy
the
fabric
of
democracy in every
aspect of our countries
livelihood, from the
national debt, to health
care, and yet we continue to serve and allow
party politics to rule our lives with no hope of
seeing the light of their actions.
I hope and pray that we can once again see
a time where the Norman Rockwell era will rise
once again, where the hardships and stress of
American's will be seen by Congress and our
President for what they are, and that is the result
of government action's themselves. The answer
lies within our hearts, our compassion and our
common sense that tells us to join together as
American's and believe that nothing is
impossible, including our ability to find worthy
leaders instead of what is placed before us as a
choice of candidates by the political parties.
We must join together in our election's, as
we would join together in the Christmas spirit.
Merry Christmas Colorado, and God Bless.

Those so-called “scientists” at East Anglia
University Climate Research Center concealed
far more than tree-ring data as John Rogan
insists ( Journal, Dec 17th).
Rather than
make available the mountain of data used to
prove their case, they shredded those documents
to prevent us from finding out they were fudging
the numbers to make it appear that the globe is
warming while it’s actually cooling.
Their mission, like all the others pushing
the global-warming scam, was to convince us we
have to give up our political and economic
freedom to solve this “problem”.
Hillary has announced that American
taxpayers are prepared to cough up 100 billion
dollars every year to spread around among 3rd
world countries to “fight greenhouse emissions”.
It’s all about spreading the wealth, a concept
embraced by Karl Marx, Barack Obama and
other fringe leftists.
In case you haven’t noticed, Copenhagen,
where the climate summit is being held, is
enduring the first severe winter storm they’ve
seen in the last fourteen years. They’re finally
going to have a white Christmas.
It’s entertaining to watch the cool-aid
drinkers trying to minimize the devastating
effect of the release of thousands of emails
between those “scientists” confessing that the
globe isn’t warming and wondering how they
can cover it up.
They had to suppress data gathered by over
3000 sono-buoys scattered all over the Pacific
that show the surface water temperatures are
steadily dropping.
Seventeen years ago, hundreds of
atmospheric scientists at the 1992 Earth
John W Hargis Sr
Summit in Rio de Janeiro appealed to the UNDel Norte, CO
sponsored IPCC to end their fraudulent
campaign and submit to the realities of sound
Prepare!
science. The UN ignored them. The UN has
gone in the opposite direction in spite of the lack
This info comes from trusted, well advised,
of honest, accurate evidence because they were
solidly
backed sources. I state with full
on a mission.
confidence that you can believe every word.
That mission hasn’t changed.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB2000142405
2748704152804574628350980043082.html
Roger Hazelwood
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/derivati
Cortez, CO
ves-are-the-new-ticking-time-bomb.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBzbfqst
Have we lost the American Spirit?
-E8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMkh88v
I sit here reading the various website's of the
"to date," 2010 candidate's, and I still fail to see IVAw&feature=related
However, I do not agree this is a
any sign of a plan, or beginning of an answer to
the issue's that face us, and those issue's that will bottomless pit, but rather that most of
slam into us due to the acts of our us will be at the bottom of the pit in a
representative's. Many blog's and editorial very short time.
If any of you or your friends and
comments profess each candidate with praise,
family
have been listening to the
courage and insight, but then I read a final
sentence that cries to communities' to stay rhetoric put out on mainstream media
strong within the party. I also see that even the and think this mess we are in is about
Tea Party has given something of its principals to end or turn around and get better
any time soon, please tune in to the
and endorsed major party candidate's.
Something hit me along the way through following.
If PREPAREDNESS is not
my morning surfing, maybe it is the Christmas
season spirit, maybe it is just a longing of times paramount in your mind at this time
past that I missed, like seeing carolers, or just and you are buying anything but
going to a school Christmas play and watching FOOD, I hope this makes you aware
the result of a childs imagination, or a teachers of just how foolish you are being. In
drive to bring out the best in our future the breeze just before the storm you
can smell the rain. Any not thinking
generation.
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they are about to get wet will be washed away in
the flood.
James Madison
Commerce City, CO
(Editor’s Note: The name similarity with
THE James Madison of the Constitution is no
coincidence... this James is 10th generation heir
to OUR James Madison...)

Politics as Usual
Jim price ( Journal, Dec 1st) seems to think
that those who don’t like what Obama is doing
to this country are some kind of a threat. He says
those who oppose the dismantling of our
republic by this administration are about “to take
up arms and try to go up against the
Constitution”.
Relax, Jim we’re concerned that Obama is the
one that’s going up against the Constitution. He
attacked it saying “The Constitution is a
fundamentally flawed document and needs to be
rewritten”. He complained that it’s “a list of
negative liberties that prevents the government
from doing things to us”. That’s exactly what it
was designed to do. The Constitution protects us
from him and he doesn’t like it.
He’s disappointed that the Supreme Court is
“not being activist”, that …”the Supreme Court
has never ventured into the area of wealth
redistribution”,
a
communist
concept
championed by Karl Marx.
Virtually everything he’s done since the
See Letters, Page 14
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(See Resource page, P. 22 for expanded information on many of these and other stories)
states, agencies, etc. Every single one of them with Obama’s picture superimposed with the
Amendment to Health Care Bill
has been playing this game (it started after WW others and a transvestite. Obama also declared
publicly in Turkey last April, "We do not
The Senate health committee voted 12-11 in II) and so has the federal government.
The
government,
at
all
levels,
is
running
a
consider
ourselves a Christian nation."
favor of a two-page amendment courtesy of
Of course, Obama’s “Obamanation” is NOT
Republican Tom Coburn that would require all very simple financial con game. If something
Members and their staffs to enroll in any new produces revenue - like bridges, highways, ports, Christin, but is Muslim, and he’s working to
government-run health plan. It took me less or successful investments etc - that revenue goes allow this radical religious belief system and
people to take control of America.
than a minute to sign up to require our into off budget slush funds.
If
it
costs
money,
it's
charged
to
the
public
via
Are we waking up yet?
congressmen and senators to drink at the same
taxes. This is being done at all levels of
trough!
Three cheers for Congressman John Fleming government - including state, county, city, and National Strike Day - January 20, 2010
school districts.
of Louisiana !
The total "off budget" funds held by the
On January 20, 2010 has been designated as
Congressman John Fleming ( Louisiana
various
governments
amount
to
trillions
of
our “National Strike Day. Demonstration of our
physician) has proposed an amendment that
dollars.
The
real
accounting
is
contained
in
power and reach will go to those companies who
would require congressmen and senators to take
what's
called
Comprehensive
Annual
Financial
employ
individuals backing the leftist agenda in
the same healthcare plan they force on us (under
Reports
(CAFR)
which
are
not
only
not
made
every major city, every congressional district and
proposed legislation they are curiously exempt).
available
to
the
public,
their
very
existence
is
every small rural town in America to spread one
Congressman Fleming is encouraging people
never
mentioned
by
the
news
media.
Why?
unified message.
to go on his Website and sign his petition (very
Trillions
of
dollars
pays
for
a
lot
of
That message is simple: Stop funding
simple - just first, last and email). I have
corruption.
Every
time
an
elected
official
stands
socialism.
When they refuse to stop backing the
immediately done just that at:
before
you
and
tells
you
the
government
is
out
of
major opponents of Liberty, liberal media outlets
http://fleming.house.gov/index.cfm?sectioni
money
and
they
have
to
raise
taxes,
he
or
she
is
and socialist leaning elected officials, then we
d=55&sectiontree=29,55
lying
through
their
teeth...
proceed to financially cripple them.
Please urge as many people as you can to do
Video:
Leadership positions are available for those
the same!
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/512.ht
willing
to help coordinate various areas across
If Congress forces this on the American
ml.
This
video
was
originally
produced
on
the country. For details on this National Strike
people, the Congressmen should have to accept
January
8,
2000
by
Walter
Burien,
a
CAFR
day, please visit http://strike120.ning.com/
the same level of health care for themselves and
account
expert.
their families. To do otherwise is the height of
2004 Kenyan-born Obama Article
hypocrisy!

Houston Lawyer Michael Minns surfaces
Trillions being Hidden from the beats IRS on a 30 year old case
Public by Corrupt Government Officials
A web archived Sunday Standard article
If you are not familiar with the CAFRs
(comprehensive annual financial reports), this is
a real eye opener. It is difficult to determine if
this is the most criminal behavior of our
governments because they are guilty of massive
crimes on every level. If it is not, it is at the top.
I urge you to watch this 2 hr 15 min video of
Walter Burien who has been broadcasting this
activity for years. Thank God for the patriots
who are holding the governments' proverbial
"feet" to the fire. Accountability and
responsibility go hand in hand.
Recently, the NYC District Attorneys Office
was caught with "unregistered" accounts of over
$150 million dollars.
Since that revelation, a total of over $250
million in "unregistered" accounts has been
uncovered scattered throughout the city's
agencies. It's also what is known as a "limited
hang out."
In other words, it's just the tip of the iceberg.
It's the part of the story they're willing to share
to "immunize" the public against the scope of
real story.
Keep in mind NYC's quarter of a billion
dollar slush fund is just a *partial* number for
just ONE city in just ONE state.
How many states, counties and cities are
there in the US? Over 54,000 cities, counties,

Over a 30 year span of time,e the IRS
willfully and continually deceived not only 1800
pilots who were involved in an investment
program, but the courts themselves.
It was at this point, one of the Pilots, Captain
Gary Tjossem, succeeded in his ten year pursuit
of the most winning tax attorney in the country,
Michael Minns. After going over the tortured
history of the case, Minns agreed to take over.
After one year Minns filed a brief with the
Ninth Circuit Court, which resulted in the
finding of fraud, Dixon vs. Commissioner 316
F.3d 1041. At oral argument (on tape and
available by order at this paper - brief of Minns
also available by this paper) Minns argued that
Fraud on the Court had occurred as early as
1986. The decision, written by Judge Michael
Daly Hawkins came down on January, 17, 2003
in which he rules: “The taxpayers have clearly
and convincingly demonstrated Fraud on the
court and are entitled to relief.”
It was a landmark decision. The court sent it
back down to the Tax Court with orders that all
the pilots be placed in the same place as the
Thompsons to wit: “on terms equivalent to those
provided in the settlement agreement with Mr.
Thompson.”
This case didn’t stop there as the IRS
continued its deceptive actions, a story that can
be read via our Resource Page 22, for the actual
case.

dated June 27, 2004, and titled “Kenyan-born
Obama all set for U.S. Senate” was recently
discovered on the web archive website. It
appears this article was news in 2004, but
somehow everyone forgot this little
“insignificant” fact that was published.
It is interesting to note that shortly after this
article came out, the Sunday Standard did a
retraction of the story stating they were wrong
about his place of birth and corrected it to say
Hawaii.
How much more evidence is needed to break
people out of their matrix?

Northwest Bomb Plot 'Oddities'
www.legitgov.org
In 2008, the ACLU estimated the US 'No
Fly List' to have grown to over 1,000,000 names
--heck, even Cat Stevens and the late Senator
Ted Kennedy were on it --and it continues to
expand. But, suspected terrorist Abdul Farouk
Abdulmutallab, who was curiously able to obtain
military-grade high explosives -- 80 grams of
PETN (gee, where'd he get that?) -- managed to
escape airport security and detonate his
underwear bomb! In April 2009, American
authorities reportedly refused an Air France
flight from Paris to Mexico entry into US
airspace because a left-wing journalist writing a
See News Briefs, Page 9

Obama's Christmas tree graced by
Chairman Mao, transvestite
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Obama’s “Christmas” tree appears to be a
mockery of Christianity and what America
stands for. Ornaments on the tree in the Green
Room of the White House included a picture
of Chairman Mao, picture of Mt. Rushmore
Southwest Free Press
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"DO ONLY REAL AMERICANS LIVE
BY RON EWART, PRESIDENT - NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Dawn was breaking over the Circle P in Western Wyoming. The Sun
had not yet broken above the East horizon but the growing light cast an
eerie orange glow on last night's fresh snow that had put an ermine
blanket on the Tetons. A few puffy clouds lingered at the top of the peaks
but would soon disappear from the Sun's rising heat. The sky was not yet
blue. The trees on the hillside had already turned to several shades of
yellow and orange but appeared in dark, grey tones because of the low
light. Winter was just around the corner.
The valley below the ranch house was still shrouded in a low ground
fog. A horse's rump without any legs and a hundred fence-post tops in a
row appeared above the fog, like a pastel picture only half painted.
John Portal stretched his arms into the air as he drank in the morning
scene from the picture window of their ranch house. As he slowly lowered
his arms, Jenny, John's wife, still in her robe, snuggled under one of his
arms in a sideways hug and shared the beauty of the new day that was just
now presenting itself to the Portal's of Wyoming. John and Jenny could
but linger for a short while in the rapture of the moment. There was
much work to be done before the Sun would set again on the Circle P.
Jenny broke away from their hug to wake up their two children and then
headed for the kitchen. John started towards the bathroom to shave and
get dressed.
John and Jenny were both fifth generation ranchers. John had
inherited their thousand-acre spread from a long-line of independent,
self-reliant, tough pioneer stock Portals, born and bred from the days of
the old West. John and Jenny met in high school and a bond between
them was forged almost instantly. Jenny was the daughter of another fifth
generation Wyoming rancher. Both were the product of the American
free spirit, who daily stared adversity directly in the face and pressed
forward, no matter what was in their way.
Smoke was already billowing from the stack on the bunk house. The
cowboys of the Circle P were getting ready for a long day in the saddle. A
good portion of the herd was in the upper pastures and had to be brought
down to the lower valley. The upper pastures would soon be covered in
several feet of snow and they could lose part of the herd should they delay
the drive much longer.
Not one person on the Circle P was giving any thought whatsoever to
what was going on in the Capitol of Wyoming, much less Washington
DC. There was a job to be done, a nation to be fed and no one in either
Capitol would or could help John and Jenny with that job. If anything,
the people in those capitols, with their "finger" on the legislative trigger,
could only make John and Jenny's job that much harder because of the
draconian environmental laws they have or would pass, that only affected
rural landowners and the food producers of America.
Each
environmental law these arrogant "suits" passed, only drove the cost of
food higher and made it more difficult for the food producers to stay in
business.
John and Jenny had to rely on their skill, accumulated experience,
knowledge and inherited wisdom and they could only hope that would be
enough to save them from the ravages of what Mother Nature could
throw at them, without warning, at any time. Hot dry spells, gully
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washers, wind storms, long snowy winters and low crop yields were and
are, an annual reality ..... anyone of which could wipe out the meager
profits they hoped to achieve each year ..... anyone of which could make it
difficult to pay the bank loans they take out between crop and herd
payoffs.
The characteristics bred into the John's and Jenny's of Wyoming, living
free, along with all the other men and women in all the states who feed
this nation, are the backbone of her soul. They are the front line against
the raw fury of the weather and the land that try to thwart these brave
Americans from completing the vital work they do. When they lose, they
endure. When they win, they share.
These people do not have to be plucked off of roof tops after a blizzard,
a wind storm, or a tornado. If in trouble they help each other. If one is
down, the others come to their rescue. When times are good, they
celebrate. When times are bad, they get to work. FEMA is an acronym
for which there is no meaning.
All other Americans, along with millions of men, women and children
around the world, owe their very existence to the perseverance, selfreliance and independence of those who choose to challenge nature and
extract from it the sustenance, without which none of us could live.
So, no, not all real Americans live in Wyoming, but it is the hard, tough,
independent countenance of those who choose to make their lives on the
high plateau of a wild land, that carry the scars of battle with nature and
proudly wear the badge of liberty at any cost.
They thought they could live their lives without interference from their
government as the Constitution promises, but they were wrong. They
must now face the enemy who will not leave them alone. In the end, could
a bunch of educated idiots, dressed in dark suits, in a far off city, inhabited
by a crowd of dependent ner-do-wells, be any tougher to tackle than what
Mother Nature has been throwing at them for their entire life?
Should the American ranchers and farmers collectively turn their
attention away from the weather and the land for awhile and towards the
government that now haunts them, the government would be wise to put
their ears to the ground and listen for the hoof beats of an angry four
horsemen. That is of course, unless the American rancher and farmer have
not been bought off by that government, using the money from the public
treasury, like so many other segments of our once-free nation, who have
similarly been bought off. We can only hope not.
To all politicians and bureaucrats who mistakenly believe that you
ARE the law, or ABOVE the law, whether it be the ranchers and farmers
of the Western states, or the patriots who live urban or rural, millions of
us are coming for you to explain to you that you ARE NOT the law, nor
are you ABOVE the law and your authority comes from the states and the
people. And further, you are obligated to abide by the Constitution to
which you swear on solemn oath to preserve, protect and defend, so help
you God and we intend to hold you to that oath, or else.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: The above story is fictional, the strong message
of freedom it delivers, is not.

take the civil service examination.'- Ronald succeed, there are many rewards; if you disgrace
Reagan (Unconstitutional in EVERY respect- yourself, you can always write a book.'- Ronald
Reagan
Editor)

'No arsenal, or no weapon in the arsenals of
'Government is like a baby: An alimentary
'The most terrifying words in the English canal with a big appetite at one end and no the world, is as formidable as the will and moral
language are: I'm from the government and I'm sense of responsibility at the other.'- Ronald courage of free men and women.'- Ronald
Reagan.
here to help.'-Ronald Reagan
Reagan
'The trouble with our liberal friends is not
'The nearest thing to eternal life we will ever
that they're ignorant; it's just that they know so see on this earth is a government program.' much that isn't so.' -Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan
'Of the four wars in my lifetime, none came
'It has been said that politics is the second
about because the U..S. was too strong.'- oldest profession. I have learned that it bears a
Ronald Reagan
striking resemblance to the first.' - Ronald
Reagan
'I have wondered at times about what the
'Government's view of the economy could be
Ten Commandments would have looked like if
Moses had run them through the U.S. summed up in a few short phrases: If it moves,
tax it. If it keeps moving, regulate it. And if it
Congress..' -Ronald Reagan
stops moving, subsidize it' - Ronald Reagan
'The taxpayer: That's someone who works
'Politics is not a bad profession. If you
for the federal government but doesn't have to
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Editor’s Note:
It isn’t Republicans against Democrats...
DO WE GET THIS YET? If you STILL
believe that propaganda, then they have you
exactly where they want you. This is a
CREATED division system... a CREATED
conflict that they keep brewing... keep stirred
up... keep in the public consciousness.
The issues are, what is TRUE? What is
RIGHT? What is lawful? How long will we
continue to dance for this corrupt system?
It is ALL “A,B,C,1,2,3.” Simple, logical,
rational, but we have buried our heads and our
minds in distractions. Wake up America!

January 8, 2010

News Briefs, from Page 7
book on the CIA was on board. Got it? Write a
book critical of the CIA -- you cannot fly. Carry
explosives (allegedly from Yemen) on board
when the US is trolling for an excuse to invade
and occupy Yemen for its oil -- yes you can!

States Can Nullify Unconstitutional
Federal Laws!
Kevin Gutzman, author of “The Politically
Incorrect Guide to the Constitution” discusses
with Judge Napolitano how the Federal
Government has gone from 17 “unique,
discrete” powers it has, to the thousands today.
The Federal Government has slowly stolen
most every area it now tries to control, but States
are fighting back, along with the People.
The Solicitor General was asked in the 1990’s
if he knew of even one area of American life the
Federal Government would have NO
constitutional authority to interfere with. The
SG stood speechless and couldn’t give an answer.
4000 criminal laws, 40,000 pages of tax
regulations, gaining more and more control over
our lives.
Watch the video at the following website:
http://eclipptv.com/viewVideo.php?video_id
=9184.

Why Does Interpol Need Immunity
from American Law?
You just can’t make up how brazen this crowd
is. One week ago, (December 16, 2009)
President Obama quietly signed an executive
order that makes an international police force
immune from the restraints of American law.
Interpol is the shorthand for the
International Criminal Police Organization. It
was established in 1923 and operates in about
188 countries. By executive order 12425, issued
in 1983, President Reagan recognized Interpol
as an international organization and gave it
some of the privileges and immunities
customarily extended to foreign diplomats.
Interpol, however, is also an active lawenforcement agency, so critical privileges and
immunities (set forth in Section 2(c) of the
International Organizations Immunities Act)
were withheld.
Specifically, Interpol’s property and assets
remained subject to search and seizure, and its
archived records remained subject to public
scrutiny under provisions like the Freedom of
Information Act. Being constrained by the
Fourth Amendment, FOIA, and other
limitations of the Constitution and federal law
that protect the liberty and privacy of Americans
is what prevents law-enforcement and its
controlling government authority from
becoming tyrannical.
On Wednesday, however, for no apparent
reason, President Obama issued an executive
order removing the Reagan limitations. That is,
Interpol’s property and assets are no longer
subject to search and confiscation, and its
archives are now considered inviolable. This
international police force (whose U.S.
headquarters is in the Justice Department in
Washington) will be unrestrained by the U.S.
Constitution and American law while it
operates in the United States and affects both
Americans and American interests outside the
United States.
Interpol works closely with international
January 8, 2010
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tribunals (such as the International Criminal
Court — which the United States has refused to
join because of its sovereignty surrendering
provisions, though top Obama officials want us
in it). It also works closely with foreign courts
and law-enforcement authorities.
Why would we elevate an international police
force above American law? Why would we
immunize an international police force from the
limitations that constrain the FBI and other
American law-enforcement agencies? Why is it
suddenly necessary to have, within the Justice
Department, a repository for stashing
government files which, therefore, will be
beyond the ability of Congress, American lawenforcement, the media, and the American
people to scrutinize?
Editor’s Note: Does the word “Duh” mean
anything to anyone? What this is is simple:
Obama is supporting a domestic terrorist
organization that has immunity to prosecution
for any “crimes” against Americans, such as
illegal searches and seizures of property and
information, wiretapping, kidnapping of
“dissidents” ot anyone who is a threat to the
corporate beast.
This essentially is a free ticket out of jail for
this organization, and anyone can disappear and
no one could do anything about it. In fact, one
report states that “President Obama has ordered
that all Dissident US citizens be ‘effectively
disappeared’ by March 2, 2010 as fears of civil
war continue growing in that fast collapsing
country.”
This means rounding up dissidents, or
anyone who might be a threat to the status quo,
and remove them from the continent, and to
international
prisons,
without
ANY
constitutional rights whatsoever.

the tip of the iceberg.
It's the part of the story they're willing to
share to "immunize" the public against the scope
of real story.
Keep in mind NYC's quarter of a billion
dollar slush fund is just a *partial* number for
just ONE city in just ONE state.
How many states, counties and cities are
there in the US? Over 54,000 cities, counties,
states, agencies, etc. Every single one of them has
been playing this game (it started after WW II)
and so has the federal government.
http://cafrman.com/ - Video:
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/512.html
The government, at all levels, is running a
very simple financial con game.
If something produces revenue - like bridges,
highways, ports, or successful investments etc that revenue goes into off budget slush funds.
If it costs money, it's charged to the public via
taxes.
This is being done at all levels of government
- including state, county, city, and school
districts.
The total "off budget" funds held by the
various governments amount to trillions of
dollars.
The real accounting is contained in what's
called Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports
(CAFR) which are not only not made available
to the public, their very existence is never
mentioned by the news media.
Why?
Trillions of dollars pays for a lot of
corruption.
Every time an elected official stands before
you and tells you the government is out of
money and they have to raise taxes, he or she is
lying through their teeth.

America's Secret ICE Castles
Secret CAFR Accounts hide billions
from Citizens
Recently, the NYC District Attorneys Office
was caught with "unregistered" accounts of over
$150 million dollars.
Since that revelation, a total of over $250
million in "unregistered" accounts has been
uncovered scattered throughout the city's
agencies.
Note: This in only a preliminary, and very
incomplete, calculation. It's also what is known
as a "limited hang our." In other words, it's just

A recent expose on the Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency reveals
some startling and disturbing information
regarding secret detention camps within city
borders. Hidden among normal businesses are
at least 186 unlisted and unmarked “subfield
offices” where hundreds to thousands of
immigration detainees are being held, often in
severe conditions akin to the Gulags of Russia.
"If you don't have enough evidence to charge
someone criminally but you think he's illegal,
See News Briefs, Page 16

WHAT if the president of the United States is not
constitutionally eligible to serve? Is it possible that a
straightforward criterion was overlooked during a long,
grueling, expensive campaign? Why are so many
questions about something so simple still going
unanswered? "A Question Of Eligibility" goes where no
other documentary has dared to go in seeking the answers
to those questions, including one that millions of
Americans are asking: "Why won't Barack Obama release
publicly the long-form birth certificate he claims to have
from the state of Hawaii?"
In this video, you will hear from four experts on the
subject: Dr. Jerome Corsi, author of the New York Times
No. 1 bestseller “The Obama Nation”; Orly Taitz, the
Southern California lawyer who has led the legal fight to
secure the evidence of Barack Obama's eligibility; Alan
Keyes, a third-party presidential candidate in 2008 and
the man who challenged Obama for the Illinois U.S.
Senate seat that served as a springboard to his presidential
ambitions; and Janet Porter, radio talk-show host and political activist who has championed this
critical and threatening constitutional issue. Video Presale: http://www.wnd.com/eligibility
Southwest Free Press
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Help Eliminate the IRS Fraud
heard in a number of ways; please ring the bell of freedom. It only takes a
couple of minutes of your time.
And pass this on to your friends and family. "Fools," said I, "you do not
Would a 15-30% increase in your pay check every month make your
New Year happier? That would be the result of the United States Supreme know Silence like a cancer grows."–Simon and Garfunkle.
Court deciding to hear the case of Hirmer v. United States, Case No. 09Jeffrey A. Dickstein
651.
Attorney at Law
Claudia and Mark Hirmer, mother and father of six children, are on
500 W. Bradley Rd., C-208
criminal trial with eleven other people:
Fox Point, WI 53217
What they did was sell tickets to attend a several day seminar where
(414) 446-4264
people, just like you, peacefully assembled to hear speakers on a wide
variety of topics. One such topic was the 17,000 official, certified, national
Editor’s Note:
and state documents that conclusively prove the income tax is a massive
fraud. What they are charged with is conspiracy to defraud the
We have written at length in the Southwest Free Press on the
government, conspiracy to commit wire fraud, conspiracy to commit
money laundering, wire fraud, and income tax evasion. Conviction could illegalities of the IRS and Federal Reserve systems, among other fraud
being exposed almost daily. This is but another huge mound of evidence
result in more than a hundred years in prison.
The Hirmers filed a motion to dismiss the indictment and supported it which supports the facts that the IRS is a complete fraud in virtually every
with the actual official, certified, documents. The district court, unable to aspect of their existence.
Jeff Dickstein has been fighting these battles for a number of years
assail the validity of the documents and what they prove, refused to
consider the documentation. This refusal is now before the United States now, and this is a prime opportunity to pass this on as far and wide as you
Supreme Court. All the court documents, including the uncontested proof possibly can.
If you haven’t already done so, begin researching the evidence for
of the government fraud, are here. Unlike the government, we have
yourself. We’ve listed many sources for the information in precious issues
nothing to hide.
UNDER THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO OUR of the Free Press available in our resource library located at
CONSTITUTION, DISCLOSING GOVERNMENT FRAUD southwestfreepress.com. Also look at our resource P. 22 in this issue for
CANNOT BE MADE A CRIME . . . UNLESS YOU ALLOW IT TO documentation sources.
Unless you like paying money you don’t owe, and you like being a slave
HAPPEN.
The Supreme Court will decide on January 15th, 2010, whether to to a corrupt system, then you have a responsibility to step up to the plate
hear the Hirmer’s case or whether they will continue the government and begin DOING SOMETHING.
Complaining changes nothing. Arguing against the problems changes
cover up of the theft of your hard earned money in utter disregard for our
nothing. They are tranquilizers that makes us think we have actually done
continued freedom and prosperity. You have until then to act.
Do you want to stop the theft of your money? Do you want to preserve something because we talked about it and agree things are wrong. This is
your right not to be put on trial for spreading the truth? Do you want to just self deception that allows us to go back to sleep, or avoid the harder
preserve your right to defend yourself from bogus allegations you are a steps such as educating ourselves on the facts and then acting on them.
The momentum is in our favor... the IRS is under attack like never
criminal? Freedom of speech is so important to our continued well being
that our Founding Fathers made it the 1st Amendment. Will preserving before. All it would take is for Americans to put the law in their arsenal
of weapons, and then stand on that law. If we fail to use the weapons our
that freedom be your first priority of the New Year?
FightBackNow.us is your one stop destination to discover the truth founding fathers and predecessors have given us, and willingly embrace
and take simple steps to demand the Supreme Court hear these critical the lies we’ve been taught all our lives, then we have no excuse for the loss
issues. Do it for yourself, do it for your kids and grand kids, and do it for of freedoms and finances. In fact, we are PAYING for both.
The refusal of the district court to consider the documents is called
your Country.
“Fraud on the Court,” and is a violation of precedent case laws from many
FightBackNow.us
This is important. Please visit the website, spend a few minutes previous court cases. Previous case law MUST be considered.
educating and convincing yourself of the truth, and then notify the media,
the Supreme Court and Congress that we will no longer tolerate what
passes for justice in America. We’ve made it simple to let your voice be
By Jeffrey A. Dickstein - Attorney at Law

FIJA.ORG
Have you taken a little time to review your power as a Jurist? Do you KNOW what it is and how to use it?
Would YOU want an educated jurist in YOUR trial, who would be there to protect YOUR rights and freedoms
from corrupt courts and others? To Obtain your own personal Jury Handbook, and other Jury documents, just
go to our resource website at http://southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html. This will provide all the
ammo you need to take back liberty and protect yourself and your neighbors. Don’t let this RIGHT and DUTY
escape your grasp. We rule, they don’t... and we can’t do it without standing up for each other!!!
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Anger, from Page 4

Obama's Nobel is unconstitutional-

actually change anything.
Ladies and Gentlemen, freedom in America has only one hope: the resurrection of
State independence and sovereignty. Fortunately, there are rumblings around the
country that this revival has already begun.
The last time I checked, some 38 states have introduced Tenth Amendment
resolutions--or some form of federal nullification proposals--in their State assemblies.
To follow the status of various states' rights initiatives, keep an eye on these two web
sites. Web site one and Web site two.
If conservatives/constitutionalists/libertarians would spend as much time and energy
influencing elections and policies at the State and local levels as they attempt to do at
the national level, we could turn this floundering ship of state around. If he had the
support and backing of his State's legislature and sheriffs, imagine what ONE
constitutionalist governor could do. I get goose bumps thinking about it!
Imagine a State with its own financial system--its own currency, banks, regulatory
agencies, etc. Imagine a State with its own militia--under the authority of the governor
only--completely independent from any responsibility to the President or federal
government. Imagine a State with an education system unfettered by the federal
Department of Education. Imagine a State where the BLM, the FBI, the ATF, and the
DEA had to actually submit to State law. Imagine a State with no federal bribes, or
federal "funding" as it is commonly called--except as is constitutionally constructed
(with no strings attached). Imagine a State with its own health care system. Imagine a
State with no FEMA--UNLESS INVITED IN. Imagine a State that would not allow
Washington's spooks to unlawfully spy on law-abiding citizens. Imagine a State that
actually had a say in how much land the federal government could claim for its own.
Imagine a State where citizens never had to worry about a national ID act. Imagine a
State that would protect the right of its citizens to freely express their faith in the public
square. Imagine a State that did not demand that its farmers put RFID computer chips
in their livestock. Imagine a State that would let you drill a well without reporting it to
the federal government. And for some really fun mind games, imagine a State that
would be willing to challenge the constitutionality and legitimacy of the direct income
tax and the IRS. All of this--and more--is attainable with a constitutionalist State
government committed to protecting the liberties of its citizens.
I repeat: freedom in America has only one hope: the resurrection of State
independence and sovereignty. In the US Constitution, our Founding Fathers
sagaciously reserved to State governments their independence and sovereignty, knowing
that they had the awesome responsibility of being the last (and greatest) vanguard of
liberty for the American people. They never intended or imagined that the states would
ever become a doormat for the central government (which is what most of them have
become).
In this regard, the states that are proposing State sovereignty resolutions should
immediately band together to overturn the 17th Amendment, because this amendment
strips the states of their constitutional powers by turning US senators into Washington
insiders, who are more beholden to Washington interests than the interests and wellbeing of the states that they are supposed to represent.
If the 71% of voters who are angry with the federal government would channel their
energies into electing constitutionalist governors and State legislators, their anger might
actually produce real and lasting change. As it is, efforts to "reform" Washington, D.C.,
are like trying to teach a hog to take a bath. Instead, let the hog wallow in the mud, but
make sure the mudhole stays small; don't let it spread to your back yard. And keeping
that Washington mudhole small is the job of the states. And, in case you have not
noticed, the mudhole has already grown to the point that it's not just in your back yard;
it's on your front porch and about to consume your whole house.

By Joseph Farah, wnd.com

Americans will be held accountable for
Government Corruption! - Jeff Maehr
It is so easy to bury our heads in the sand, pretend everything is “ok,” and to ignore
the damage the U.S. government is doing Internationally. From wars, to faking gold
bars, to creating a debt without our consent... it ALL leads to just ONE thing... The
nations we are damaging, through economics, wars, failed policies, drug running (which
the U.S. government is CHIEF)... the whole world KNOWS what our freedoms and
Constitution have provided us, and yet, we, as a People, are ignoring our responsibility
to rule our government.
OK... “So what,” some will say. “I have my money, my life... and I’m doing ok.” Well,
friends, when the whole world looks at a people given such blessings as we have, such
magnificent land, resources, freedoms and rights... and we ignore it, throwing away our
inheritance... and we reek such havoc on other nations and economies out of greed, lust,
complacency, apathy, fear... it is an impossibility that we will escape out of their hands.
In other words, for those of you still caught up in your football games, or whatever
distractions... the world WILL hold We, the People, accountable for what our rogue
government and traitor congress and administration and others are doing right this
minute. We are saddling ourselves and our kids with a world never seen on this
continent... and We, the People, will have it coming... unless we DO SOMETHING!
January 8, 2010

Many have questioned whether Barack Obama truly
deserved the Nobel Peace Prize. That's not the purpose of
this column.
As far as I am concerned, the Nobel ceased to have much
in the way of honorific qualities after it was bestowed on such
unsavory and unworthy candidates as Al Gore, Yasser Arafat,
Jimmy Carter, Mikhail Gorbachev and Kofi Annan.
My concern about Barack Obama's acceptance of the
Nobel Peace Prize is that it was patently unconstitutional. I
guess that should surprise no one given Obama's penchant
for unconstitutional activity. Yet, this one is flagrant, personal
and, worst of all, petty.
Article I, Section 9, of the Constitution, known as the
emolument clause, states: "And no Person holding any Office
of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of
the Congress, accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or
Title, of any kind whatever, from any King, Prince or foreign
State. …"
Most Americans may not realize, as I did not until very
recently, that the Nobel commission is elected by the
parliament of Norway. That means the peace prize is made by
a commission representing the legislature of a foreign state.
There's little question the award amounts to an emolument –
at nearly $1.5 million and a priceless gold medal.
Back in 1902, the U.S. attorney general advised that even
"a simple remembrance" qualified as an emolument – "any
present of any kind whatever." In 1993, President Bill
Clinton's legal counsel affirmed that finding and explained
that the text of the clause does not limit "its application solely
to foreign governments acting as sovereigns" – but even when
foreign governments work through other devices and
organizations.
When I first heard about this, I was somewhat mollified
by the fact that Obama announced he would give the money
to charity. But there are four big problems with that::
* It's not his money to give away. If he files for a tax
deduction for the prize money, as he surely will, it would
reduce his income taxes by about a half-million dollars.
* A federal statute states that if the president accepts a
"tangible or intangible present" for more than a minimal
value from any foreign government, the gift "shall become
the property of the United States."
* No mention was ever made of turning over the gold
medal to charity or to the government of the United States.
* He did not get the consent of the Congress of the United
States.
Why is that last one so important? Because it's the law of
the land. Some might suggest the current Congress would
surely give Obama anything he wanted – and that's probably
true. But that begs the question of why he didn't ask before
accepting the gift. Did Obama ignore this constitutional
provision because he didn't know about it? I don't think so.
This is a man who has prided himself in having been a
professor of constitutional law.
Did Obama ignore this constitutional provision because
he did not want to appear to be obsequious to the Congress?
I don't think so. This is a man who has prided himself on
consensus building, respecting the separation of powers and
running the most ethical administration in history.
Did Obama ignore this constitutional provision because
he did not want to call attention to his actions and the fact
that an act of Congress would be necessary for him to accept
the emolument? Maybe. But why hasn't anyone in Congress
raised the issue as a matter addressed quite clearly and in
plain language by the Constitution?
Did Obama ignore this constitutional provision because
he considers himself above the law and the Constitution
and/or because he really wanted to benefit personally from
the award? Maybe. Or did Obama ignore this constitutional
provision, as he has so many others, because he actually seeks
to undermine the foundational document of American
government?
Greed? Ignorance? Pride? Intentional violation of the
highest law in the land? What is the reason and rationale? Is
it all of the above? Am I missing anything?
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LaPlata County Resident Charges Fraud, '2009 First
Theft, Collusion and More-Part 1 - Jeff Maehr Governance’
Ray Robinette (67) began having problems approximately back in 2002
and he is yet to receive proper attention to continuing criminal activities
against himself and his property, even after 10 years. The list is long, so we
will be gradually addressing these incidents in future issues, starting from
some most recent, to earlier episodes. Why do this?
Because Ray is just ONE of many LaPlata County Citizens who have
contacted us on criminal elements within LaPlata County Sheriff ’s
Department, the DA, possibly with County Commissioners acquiesence,
as well as other government officials. This needs to be brought to the
public’s attention. Here is an example of the alleged ongoing assaults
against Mr. Robinette, his property and his family: (a thousand+ pages of
evidence available, much of which the Free Press has copies of ).
Several family related individuals, along with Sheriff ’s Deputy Bobbie
Fender, came onto his property, and cut a $8000 tram cable across a section
of Vallecito Creek, from one section of his property to the other side across
the river. When Ray called the Sheriff ’s department for help and to file
complaints, 3 Sheriff deputies showed (names available) up and Ray
provided proof of the cutting, in the presence of the three mentioned
above, and the officers. Nothing was done... the entire issue was ignored,
and no charges were brought, no follow-up on the complaint, no
reparations, and apparently no officers were disciplined. Records available,
including an in-office Sheriff ’s email showing Robinette would be charged
with trespass if he drove on his legal access road to his own property.
Deputy Fender’s family placed a chain and 40 foot trash container across
this road, barring access.
Robinettes have contacted the CBI on bringing criminal charges
against LaPlata County Officials and these others, and they have
established an “open” file, but were told they couldn’t do anything till some
of the very people involved asked them for help. Further Investigations
ongoing. The Free Press will contact parties involved.
NOTICE to ALL Parties:

Year

of

Global

1st president of EU announces the official goal - WorldNetDaily.com

In accepting his appointment as the first president of the European
Union, Belgian Prime Minister Herman Van Rompuy announced that
"global governance" is only way to address the crises that beset the
planet.
"We're living through exceptionally difficult times – the financial
crisis and its dramatic impact on employment and budgets, the climate
crisis which threatens our very survival, a period of anxiety, uncertainty
and lack of confidence," he said in his maiden press conference. "Yet
these problems can be overcome through a joint effort between our
countries. Two-thousand and nine is also the first year of global
governance with the establishment of the G20 in the middle of the
financial crisis. The climate conference in Copenhagen is another step
toward the global management of our planet."
Lord Christopher Monckton, former science adviser to British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, previously warned the dangers of
a U.N. treaty proposal promoted by President Obama would lead to
world government. Now, the new leader of the EU has seemingly
affirmed that as a goal.
The EU summit established under the Lisbon Treaty held a
meeting attended by heads of state and government from 29 EU
member countries and unanimously chose Van Rompuy as president.
Van Rompuy told reporters after the meeting that he will make EU
unity a priority, adding that the most urgent issues are environmental
protection and a stable job market.
He will resign as Belgian prime minister and assume the 30-month
presidency from Jan. 1.
Former EU Trade Commissioner Catherine Ashton of the United
MISPRISION OF FELONY: U.S. CODE, TITLE 18, PART 1, Kingdom was also chosen as the EU's new foreign affairs chief.

CHAPTER 1, SECTION 4: “Whoever, having knowledge of the actual
commission of a felony cognizable by a court of the United States, conceals and
Watch
the
video
press
conference...
does not as soon as possible make known the same to some Judge or other person
http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=116823
in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be fined under this
title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.”
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Living Streams Probiotic
POWERFUL ANTI-FLU/INFECTION AGENT
Are you prepared for infective agents in a pandemic? Infective
agents, such as bacteria, virus, fungus, mold, yeast and other agents
cause more sickness and deaths than any other cause.
Stop these infections in their tracks. Living Streams
Probiotic’s secret is in the "solution" friendly flora
produce which is VERY anti-infective.
2 oz, $29.95, 4 oz, $54.95, 8 oz, $79.95 Money Back
Guarantee!

Order Online at
http://purehealthsystems.com/living-streamsprobiotic.html, or Call Pure Health Systems at

(970) 731-9724 for ordering & local pickup in
Pagosa. Save on shipping costs.
3 day lead time.

Attention Archuleta County
Citizens & Sheriff ’s Department.

D
L
SO

January 8, 2010

The Southwest Free Press has received a
number of reports that County Sheriff
Pete Gonzalez has been consistently
making statements that what we print
about the Constitution, the roll of the
Sheriff, and other items in the paper as
being “not true,” “wrong,” etc.
OK... Here’s what we propose: We will
set a time and date for county residents to
attend a debate where Pete can bring his
constitutional experts, and law experts,
and the Free Press will do the same. We
will discuss any and all elements of the roll
of a constitutional sheriff, using expert
testimony from Sheriff Richard Mack’s
material, as well as other Constitutional
Experts we are in touch with, as well as any
other element of government meddling in
our State and County affairs. If we are
“wrong,” he’ll certainly be able to prove it,
right?
Then, the citizens of Archuleta County
can decide who they want for their Sheriff
this November... someone who will defend
them in all cases of unconstitutional abuse,
or someone who rolls over and plays dead?
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Letters to the Editor - Continued
Letters, From Page 6
inauguration is in violation of the Constitution:
taking over the banks and lending institutions,
firing and hiring CEOs, telling the auto industry
what kinds of cars they will build, creating an
armed civilian security force answerable only to
him, appointing “czars” who are not subject to
congressional approval or oversight and giving
them authority to micromanage every aspect of
our lives. These are things done by Hitler, Stalin,
Mussolini, Mao, Castro and other despots and
tyrants. Now they’ve come to America. You
somehow misread the motives of citizens who
alarmed by the trashing of the Constitution by
this administration.
I’ll leave you with this quote from Abraham
Lincoln: “We the people are the rightful masters
of both Congress and the courts, not to
overthrow the Constitution but to overthrow the
men who pervert the Constitution”.
Roger Hazelwood
Cortez, CO

The signs are everywhere... no food!
Victory gardens, also called war gardens or
food gardens for defense, were vegetable, fruit
and herb gardens planted at private residences
and public parks in United States, during World
War I and World War II to reduce the pressure
on the public food supply brought on by the war
effort.
In addition to indirectly aiding the war effort
these gardens were also considered a civil
"morale booster" — in that gardeners could feel
empowered by their contribution of labor and
rewarded by the produce grown.
Making victory gardens become a part of
daily
life
on
the
home
front.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victory_garden
Those of us who keep up with the REAL
news (not given on the TV and main stream
media) have been alerted to the very serious
possibility of food shortages in the near future.
This will of course be brought on by the
idiotic governing body that is ruining
everything. We all know of farmers being paid to
not grow crops in order to increase trade
relations with other nations, drought conditions
all around the world, *****Catastrophic Fall in
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2009 Global Food Production***** , and flooding folks.
brought on by climate controllers. We are at war
James the MADison
once again. Our very survival is at stake, and
Commerce City, CO
food supply control is the final blow. We are
learning about the detrimental effects of
chemicals, GMO, and processing techniques
SURVIVOR ..... Idaho Style
that are harmful to us.
Even local organic growers are being taken
Due to the popularity of the Survivor shows,
down with bogus laws we are told will keep us Idaho is planning to do its own, titled 'Survivor
from harmful products, but are designed to -Idaho Style.'
make more profit for the corporate entities who
The contestants will start in Boise , travel
buy officials to create the laws and ignore the over to Twin Falls and Idaho Falls. Then, they
truth.
will head northwest to Salmon then over to
Things are much different today than they Lewiston. From there they will proceed North
were back in the day when our forefathers lived. to Moscow . The final leg will be back to Bois.
In that era, everyone had a garden in the yard
Each will be driving a pink Volvo with
just outside the house. Fresh food was grown California license plates and a HUGE bumper
and used by everyone. The James Madison of sticker that reads: I'm gay. I'm a vegetarian. Beer
then was fond of something called Sea Kale is harmful to your health. Republicans suck.
(cabbage family) I hope to grow some this year Obama is God. Deer hunting is murder, and I'm
to see what about it favored his tongue.
here to confiscate your guns.'
Today many have a problem growing our own
The first one that makes it back to Boise alive
gardens. We are busy working. We live in the wins...
cities and have no place to grow one. We are out
of luck. At least until now. Here is some good
Anonymous
news for those of you who can't grow your own
food, or haven't been able to until now for
whatever reason.
“ We have staked the whole of
The ingenuity of some Americans still comes
through in times of need. I expect this new little all our political Institutions
company and their idea to take off like a rocket.
upon the capacity of mankind
Now you can have your own garden no matter
Self-government, upon
where you live. Twenty ninth floor of a New for
York sky scraper? No problem. Got a house three
the capacity of each and All of
feet from the next one?
No problem. Working long hours and not us to govern ourselves, to
able to attend the needs of a garden? No
control Ourselves, to sustain
problem. What if you do have a small garden but
not enough room or time to grow all you want or ourselves according to The
need? No problem.
Ten Commandments of
Now you can have fresh, organically grown
food, and choose what you grow, and watch it God.”
grow, and even have a guaranteed crop. This is
beyond amazing, this is WONDERFUL.
To learn more about it go here - James Madison - Father of our
http://myorganicacres.com/index.php?id=3097
Constitution!
and click on the box to the right of the little girl.
We are all looking for solutions to our many
problems. I think this can be a big step in the
right direction for many. Being able to grow your
own foods and having access to a farmers market
will save a ton of money for lots of
ATTENTION Farmington
Patriots:
We are looking for patriots who
are willing to be “Court Watchers”
there in the Farmington
courthouse.
We have a particular case on
January 13th, 2010, pretrial
conference.
The judge and
Sheriff ’s department are VERY
anti-patriot and anti-constitution
in Farmington, and are denying
legal Due Process among other
Financing
law violations... which is standard
Available
practice these days.
Being a court watcher is a tool
Kingdom Timber & Frame,
to use as witness evidence against
Chama, NM unlawful
judges
and
law
575.756.2705
enforcement personnel. Please
While the earth remains ...
contact Daniel Douglas, one of
Genesis 8:22
the Law Club members at 505592-4697 if you can attend as a
watcher.
Southwest Free Press
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Be Prepared - Plan Ahead - Work Together
better yet, tell them to get off your property... small knapsack with you, you would add knit
Be Cautious About
they have what they legally need, and if after hat, gloves, insulated socks, and pocket heaters.
three times, of telling them to leave, and they These would be the most essential items.
Giving Info to Census don’t
Home Kit
leave tell them you are going to get your
The next one we can talk about is the home
gun, and then call 911 and report a trespasser. A
Workers - by Susan Johnson
video recorder or digital recorder would be great kit. This would be the most complex. If you are
for proof of the encounter... BE PREPARED an avid backpacker, you would design this as if
you were going on a backpacking trip. For the
With the U.S. Census process beginning, TO DEFEND YOUR RIGHTS!
rest of you, you would design it so you can
the Better Business Bureau (BBB) advises
comfortably
carry it. It would also be designed
people to be cooperative, but cautious, so as not
Food Storage for Times of
for the season you are in. This means taking a
to become a victim of fraud or identity theft.
day twice a year to pull out the items, check
The first phase of the 2010 U.S. Census is Need - Part 1 - By Hal N. Nabor
them and replace the items needed for the
under way as workers have begun verifying the
In the very near future, there are extreme hard upcoming season. Likely dates can be spring
addresses of households across the country.
Eventually, more than 140,000 U.S. Census times coming and this includes food shortages, solstice and fall solstice. With this pack, you
workers will count every person in the United extreme bad weather, economic collapse, and want to do trial runs, whether it is for a weekend
States and will gather information about every eventually collapse of this great nation of ours. or a full three or four days doesn’t matter. You
person living at each address including name, We must each be responsible and not depend will generally see what works best for you and
upon the government to be there to bail us out. those with you just after the first full day and
age, gender, race, and other relevant data.
The big question is - how do you tell the We must take care of ourselves in every matter. night.
Even after you get the “kinks out” of your
difference between a U.S. Census worker and a That is, our own defense, the safety and defense
of our love ones, meeting and our families needs packs and feel comfortable with it, you should
con artist? BBB offers the following advice:
If a U.S. Census worker knocks on your (needs not wants), such as, shelter, water, fire still do a full test with it. That test would be just
door, they will have a badge, a handheld device, (heat), food. This article is going to cover food. to walk out your door and go to the nearest
Food Storage can be divided into three parts: woods if at all possible. If it is going to be private
a Census Bureau canvas bag, and a
confidentiality notice. Ask to see their emergency, short term, and long term. property, get permission first. As our motto goes,
identification and their badge before answering Emergency storage would be a three or four day “Prepare for the worst and hope for the best.”
The worst case scenario would be walking out
their questions. However, you should never pack that would be used for immediate
evacuations. These evacuations could be from and living in full survival if you can. Of course
invite anyone you don't know into your home.
Census workers are currently only flash floods, caught out in a snow storms, wild this is provided the family has come out of the
knocking on doors to verify
address fires, etc. The second, short term food storage, disaster without any major injuries. Now that
information. Do not give your Social Security would be a 90 day food supply that contain foods you have the idea of what this pack is for, let us
number, credit card or banking information to you would normally eat every day. This would be take a look at what to put into it.
As far as food is concerned, I prefer freeze
anyone, even if they claim they need it for the for uses such as pandemics, snow storms, martial
law, trucker strike, or any short term event where dried foods. I like the Mountain House meals
U.S. Census.
REMEMBER, NO MATTER WHAT food would not be delivered for up to three which you can get at most sporting good
THEY ASK, YOU REALLY ONLY NEED months. The final would be for major disasters, sections or stores. However, this does take water,
TO TELL THEM HOW MANY PEOPLE economic collapse or possible for short term use at least 1½ to 2 cups per bag. Also the water
needs to be brought up to the boiling point. For
to help out your fellow man.
LIVE AT YOUR ADDRESS.
this you will need a fireproof container to hold
3-Day Packs
While the Census Bureau might ask for
Emergency food supply also known as 3 day the amount of water you need and a way to heat
basic financial information, such as a salary
range, YOU DON'T HAVE TO ANSWER packs, to go kits, etc. This kit should contain it. You could start a fire but if you are trying to
ANYTHING AT ALL ABOUT YOUR more than just food. These kits are designed for remain hidden, the smoke will give you away.
FINANCIAL SITUATION. The Census grab and go emergencies. In other words, this kit This also goes if you must keep moving fast, the
Bureau will not ask for Social Security, bank is designed for on the run such as a wildfire fire building will slow you down.
The best, fastest method I know is to just eat
account, or credit card numbers, nor will springs up in your area or an earthquake hits.
employees solicit donations. Any one asking for And yes, Pagosa Springs and the whole entire the food as it is or to use a sterno type device to
that information is NOT with the Census San Juan area is prone to earthquakes. According heat the water. This must be kept from the wind
to the USGS that in less than 20 years an or the water will never boil. The best device I
Bureau.
AND REMEMBER, THE CENSUS earthquake with its epicenter between Lake City have found is called “Heat Cell Fuel”
BUREAU HAS DECIDED NOT TO and Santé Fe area can hit us having a greater (Emergency Essential Item #BW1-CK-S160).
WORK WITH ACORN ON GATHERING than 5.0 magnitude (The whole San Juan The other best food to take is MRE’s (Meals
Ready to Eat).
THIS INFORMATION. . No Acorn worker Mountain region is volcanic in origin).
These can be obtained from military surplus
Will it happen, I don’t know but it is better to
should approach you saying he/she is with the
be prepared 50 years too early than one minute store or online from places like Emergency
Census Bureau.
Eventually, Census workers may contact you to late. The emergency kits can be broken down Essentials. Some sporting good stores also carry
by telephone, mail, or in person at home. into four types. One designed for at home, one them. You can eat them hot or cold. Hot requires
However, the Census Bureau will not contact designed for in the vehicle, one designed for a heater that is water activated that you slid the
you by Email, so be on the lookout for Email place of employment, and one designed for package into and is disposable afterwards. The
being on your person no matter where you are. problem with these meals is the weight. If you
scams impersonating the Census.
are on the run, trying to get from point ‘a’ to
Personal Kit
Never click on a link or open any attachments
The easiest design is on your person. This point ‘b’ as fast as you can, then weight is a
in an Email that are supposedly from the U.S.
could be things that you would carry all the time critical factor.
Census Bureau.
Also the more calories you will need to
For more advice on avoiding identity theft with you. Whether it be a fanny pack or in your
pockets, you would need some very basic consume. You must plan for more food than
and fraud, visit www.bbb.org
essentials. These would be nutrition bars such as what you would normally eat. Of course this can
a power bar or an emergency food bar like you be made up somewhat with empty calories such
Editor’s Note:
can obtain from Emergency Essentials as candy and candy bars, but for extended
The Constitution is very clear about the (www.beprepared.com item #BW1-FM-R440 periods this will leave you feeling fatigued.
census... it requires us to provide the population 3600-Calorie S.O.S. Bar).
(Hal is an expert in outdoor survival, in all
Also you would include: a water container
in our homes, PERIOD. No other information
is required, and any census worker that attempts (generally one that comes with the fanny pack), weather extremes. His advice would be wisely
to ask you for more information, simply tell potassium iodide tablets (see paragraph on water followed, even if all it is, is to buy some extra
them you are finished and the Constitution under Home Kit), a small LED flashlight, food and water, or think about the possibilities
requires ONLY the number of people living in folding knife, lighter, small first aid supplies, and and plan with your family and neighbors for the
the unit. If they get belligerent, call 911, or heavy weight fishing line. In the winter, having a possibility...
January 8, 2010
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News Briefs
News Briefs, from Page 9
we can make him disappear." Those chilling
words were spoken by James Pendergraph, then
executive director of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement's (ICE) Office of State and Local
Coordination, at a conference of police and
sheriffs in August 2008.
The report reveals that legal citizens become
victims of ICE clandestine projects where they
“disappear” by shuffling people around into a
maze of subfield offices, making it extremely
difficult to locate people. This also serves to
prohibit legal, family contact or any other
humane treatment, and allows sever treatment
by ICE officials who are accountable to no one.
This is not only inhumane, it reeks of a facade
being created allowing the creation of such
centers under the guise of “immigration
enforcement,” over an eventual transfer of
immigrants out of the country, and using these
facilities for American citizens... dissidents and
others who they want to “disappear.”
Full story source can be found on the
Resource P. 22.

FBI Reports Huge Decrease In
Murders As Firearm, Ammunition And
"Large" Magazine Sales Soar! nraila.org/
Last week, the FBI issued its preliminary
2009 crime report, showing that the number of
murders in the first half of 2009 decreased 10
percent compared to the first half of 2008. If the
trend holds for the remainder of 2009, it will be
the single greatest one-year decrease in the
number of murders since at least 1960, the
earliest year for which national data are available
through the Bureau of Justice Statistics. Also,
the per capita murder rate for 2009 will be 51
percent lower than the all-time high recorded in
1991, and it will be the lowest rate since 1963 a 46-year low. Final figures for 2009 will be
released by the FBI next year.
According to gun control supporter dogma "more guns means more crime" - the number of
privately owned firearms must have decreased 10
percent in 2009. To the contrary, however, the
number rose between 1.5 and 2 percent, to an
all-time high. For the better part of the last 15
months, firearms, ammunition, and "large"
ammunition magazines have been sold in what
appear to be record quantities. And, the firearms
that were most commonly purchased in 2009 are
those that gun control supporters most want to
be banned - AR-15s, similar semi-automatic
rifles, and handguns designed for defense. The
National Shooting Sports Foundation already
estimates record ammunition sales in 2009,
dominated by .223 Remington, 7.62x39mm,

9mm and other calibers widely favored for
defensive purposes.
Also indicative of the upward trend in
firearm sales, the number of national instant
check transactions rose 24.5 percent in the first
six months of 2009 compared to the first six
months in 2008, the greatest increase since
NICS' inception in 1998. Through the end of
October, NICS transactions rose18 percent,
compared to the same period in 2008.
More Guns Means More Crime? Hardly. In
2009, more guns meant less crime, in a very, very
big way.

SWFR Retracts Obama Quote:

Well, one slipped through... the quote
attributed to Obama regarding the military
paying their own health insurance. The Free
Press receives about 1000 emails a week, many of
which take a lot of time to investigate.
Occasionally an email comes from a reliable
source, so we don’t do the extra step to verify it
in such cases. Well, the Obama quote in the last
issue was NOT correct... it was based on some
NIH Report Notes Similarity Of New
quotes and some factual information, but largely
false otherwise. It was apparently meant as York City H1N1 Swine Flu Deaths
satire, and not actual quotes. As Publisher and With 1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic
Editor, I apologize for printing this and will be
sure to check EVERY email I receive
Tests Confirm The Swine Flu Vaccine Will
henceforth.
Probably Not Work Against The Dangerous
New H1N1 Mutation Spreading In Ukraine,
Top encyclopedia: Farah a
Norway, Brazil, China and France. According to
'twit, Jew-loving pig'
the New York Times, Britain’s national medical
laboratory reported on Friday that it has been
In the latest of a years-long Wikipedia determined that one H1N1 sample from
campaign of hurling smears at World Net Ukraine with the new H1N1 mutation had
Daily’s founder, Joseph Farah was characterized changed so much that the H1N1 swine flu
as a "Zionist Twit and Jew Loving Pig" on the vaccine "probably would not protect against it
well".
site that claims to be an online encyclopedia.
This means that it is likely that tens of
Farah said the anti-Semitic attack is just the
most recent in a long series of libelous and millions of people around the world are being
defamatory statements about him and his shot up with a vaccine that will simply offer
company that have been published by Wikipedia them no protection against this virulent new
over the last five years. (Appears Wikipedia is a strain of H1N1. (See P. 19 for complete story)
government propaganda tool...)

More Question Legality of Senate
Why the Health-Care Bills Are Healthcare Bill
Unconstitutional - Wall Street Journal
President Obama's health-care bill is now
moving toward final passage. The policy issues
may be coming to an end, but the legal issues are
certain to continue because key provisions of this
dangerous legislation are unconstitutional.
Legally speaking, this legislation creates a
target-rich environment. We will focus on three
of its more glaring constitutional defects.
First, the Constitution does not give

Cap-And-Trade Loss A Stunner In Aussie
Vote - By Tim Andrews
Cap-and-trade in Australia — which just a week ago was declared a
certainty — is officially dead. This is the first major climate change
turnaround anywhere in the Western world, with significant implications
for our domestic debate. Combined with the Climate-gate e-mails
revealing the data suppression and deceit underpinning “scientific
consensus,” the whole climate change alarmism house of cards is coming
crashing down. Early last week, the leader of Australia’s conservative
opposition, Malcolm Turnbull, announced that he had reached agreement
with the government to implement cap-and-trade, thus binding his party
to support it in parliament en bloc.
The agreement was signed, sealed and delivered — cap-and-trade
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Congress the power to require that Americans
purchase health insurance.
A second constitutional defect of the Reid
bill passed in the Senate involves the deals he cut
to secure the votes of individual senators. Some
of those deals do involve spending programs
because they waive certain states' obligation to
contribute to the Medicaid program. This
selective spending targeted at certain states runs
afoul of the general welfare clause.
A third constitutional defect in this
ObamaCare legislation is its command that
states establish such things as benefit exchanges,
which will require state legislation and
regulations. This is not a condition for receiving
federal funds, which would still leave some kind
of choice to the states. No, this legislation
requires states to establish these exchanges or
says that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services will step in and do it for them. It
renders states little more than subdivisions of the
federal government..
(For complete archived article, please see
Resource P. 22).

A constitutional historian says American
courts would have to overturn their last 80 years
of jurisprudence to uphold the constitutionality
of the healthcare bill in Congress.
Thirteen Republican Attorneys General are
threatening to file a lawsuit against the
Democrats' healthcare bill if Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid (D-Nevada) and House
See News Briefs, Page 21

would become law with bipartisan support. Its passage was a certainty. The
elite rejoiced. But then a funny thing happened on the way to the Senate:
The Australian public woke up. The days that followed were simply
stunning. An unprecedented, uncoordinated and spontaneous grass-roots
campaign erupted to force the opposition to reverse course.
Political offices went into meltdown, unable to cope with the torrent of
phone calls, faxes and e-mails opposing what was effectively a massive tax
hike. By the end of the week, 14 members of the opposition leadership
had resigned in protest. As the public outcry intensified, Turnbull refused
to back down, staking his entire reputation and future on his passionate
support for cap-and-trade.
He violently attacked true conservatives, and repeatedly cried out that
to win government you must be “moderate.” So on early Tuesday
morning, opposition parliamentarians met and voted to replace him. For
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COMMUNITY NEWS
The Archuleta County Law Club
Kucinich to Investigate Fannie and
The Law Club meets every other Monday evening. The next Law Club Freddie Bailout - Jane Hamsher (Founder &
meeting will be Monday, Jan 11, at the Mountain Christian Fellowship in

Aspen Springs, just off 160, at 6:30. This week, we will be hearing from Publisher - firedoglake.com)
the district public defender giving a talk on the 4th Amendment. Call
If the White House thought they could slip the bailout of Fannie and
903-5325, or 946-2282 if you need directions.
Freddie through by announcing it in a Christmas Eve news dump, think
again. Dennis Kucinich just released this statement:
The Archuleta County Guard (ACG)
"As Chairman of the Domestic Policy Subcommittee of the
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, I'm announcing that
Last ACG meeting was a discussion on individual Sovereignty. Most the Subcommittee will launch an investigation into the Treasury
people have forgotten who they really are... similar to a king or queen who Department's recent decision to lift the current $400-billion cap on
has amnesia, and takes a servants roll to those who SHOULD be serving combined federal assistance to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, opening the
US. Next Archuleta County Guard meeting will be Monday, January 18, way for additional, unlimited funds through the end of 2012. This
6:30 at the same location as the Law Club meeting.
investigation will include the role played by Fannie Mae chief executive
Michael J. Williams and Freddie Mac chief executive Charles E.
Haldeman in the decision, if any, and will seek to ensure that the
LaPlata County Guard (LCG)
additional assistance is used for homeowners and not Wall Street."
"As Chairman of the Domestic Policy Subcommittee of the
LaPlata County citizens who want to learn about the Constitution, law,
Committee
on Oversight and Government Reform, I'm announcing that
proper legal actions, how to defend yourself against court abuse or how to
bring charges yourself against criminal actions, you NEED the Guard. the Subcommittee will launch an investigation into the Treasury
Department's recent decision to lift the current $400-billion cap on
Contact Ron Tate at 883-2442, or email him at rontateco@gmail.com.
combined federal assistance to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, opening the
way for additional, unlimited funds through the end of 2012. This
Citizens: Request a Grand Jury Formation!
investigation will include the role played by Fannie Mae chief executive
Michael J. Williams and Freddie Mac chief executive Charles E.
If you know of criminal or unconstitutional activities, Due Process right Haldeman in the decision, if any, and will seek to ensure that the
violations, oppressive law enforcement or county governments, or any other additional assistance is used for homeowners and not Wall Street."
"Many questions remain unanswered regarding this move by the
questionable activity in your county, then you should demand this Grand
Jury and begin presenting evidence, and have them begin investigations Treasury. Why suddenly remove the cap? Indications are that Freddie and
Fannie, even as millions of Americans lose their homes, have used just
into activities in your area.
The Archuleta County Guard, and Pagosa Law Club are providing $111 billion of the $400 billion previously available to them. Is lifting the
documents for any citizen who wishes to join in the fight to restore our cap on assistance a back-door TARP?"
"Additionally, I want to determine whether Fannie and Freddie have a
freedoms and to curb corruption and criminal activities in your area. This
will be a request for a Grand Jury to be formed, and should be sent to Judge cohesive plan to buy up the under-performing mortgages that remain on
Gregory Lyman and District DA Todd Risberg, or your respective DA and the books of the big banks, at appropriate prices, and undertake a massive
reworking of the terms of the mortgages so as to stem the foreclosure crisis
chief Judge in your area.
Simply go to http://southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html and that continues to plague our country. This new authority must be used
look for “Grand Jury documents,” and open or save them to your computer. responsibly and for the benefit of American families. This cannot be used
These are for Archuleta and LaPlata county officials, so if you are from simply to purchase toxic assets at inflated prices, thus transferring the
another county, customize them for your people. No computer? Call us losses to the U. S. taxpayers and acting as a back-door TARP."
On Christmas Eve, they also announced $4-$6 million compensation
and we’ll get them to you. This is an easy step to support your rights.
This is an official request for a Grand Jury, and for our elected officials packages for their top executives. But they'll start foreclosing on
who swore an oath to defend our rights to show they support the public homeowners again in January. Fannie and Freddie have been corrupt
cesspools for years, a place where presidents of both parties parked friends
and their freedoms.
like Dennis DeConcini and Rahm Emanuel, giving them lucrative spots
on the board of directors as political payoff. As government sponsored
Cortez 912 Project
entities (GSEs) selling shares to the public, they operate like hedge funds
that socialize losses and privatize profits. From the LA Times last year:
All those interested in restoring our Constitution and taking back our
"This week ... news broke that until August, the lobbying firm owned
country are welcome to attend meetings the first and third Monday’s of the
by McCain campaign manager Rick Davis was paid $15,000 a month by
month at the Elk’s Lodge North of town on Hwy 145, at 7PM. Next
Freddie Mac, one of the mortgage giants implicated in the current crisis
Meeting will be January 18th.
(now taken over by the government and under investigation by the FBI).
Apparently, Freddie Mac's plan was to gain influence with McCain's
4-Corner Liberty Restoration Group
campaign in hopes that he would help shield it from pesky government
regulations."
It appears they kept looking. The Democrats have been too intimidated
We are having very interesting speakers talk about the issues that are
by
leadership
to start looking into the utter corruption at these entities, but
going to impact us for generations to come. Next meeting is January 11th,
Kucinich just doesn't care.
6:30 at the Church of Christ in Bayfield off of Hwy 160.

San Luis Valley, CO

Silver Club Update - 5 January 2010

1. Silver is in!!! Please make arrangements by calling 303-833-2940 to
All those in the Valley, primarily Del Norte, Monte Vista and Southfork areas
meet to pick it up or have it mailed to you! Also - please place your order
who would like to begin building a network of like-minded people, and ways to before the 15th of January as usual. Isn't it amazing that just since we
begin taking steps to take the county and Country back, please Call 719-754- minted our first 2nd Amendment Silver piece in April, Silver has gone
1931 for more information!
up almost $5.00?
2. We are moving forward this month with designing and minting our
next Bill of Rights silver piece honoring the 9th Amendment and the
Colorado Springs, CO
power of we the people! We are deciding right now between two
different designs.
All those who live in the Colorado Springs, CO area are invited to join
3. A few of us met in Longmont before Christmas to brainstorm
forces and begin a freedom group to take steps locally to retake our
county and Country. If you are such a person, please call 719-322-8671, forming an Ag Trading Post in Longmont, Colorado. Our next
meeting will be at 1:00 p.m. on Januray 9th. Please RSVP and come
after 6pm. If not you, WHO? If not now, WHEN?
help us continue the brainstorming.
January 8, 2010
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Some good news about
nuclear destruction.
By Steve Jones and Shane Connor - Special to The
Southwest Free Press

What possible 'good news' could there ever
be about nuclear destruction coming to
America, whether it is Dirty Bombs, Terrorist
Nukes, or ICBM's from afar?
In a word, they are all survivable for the vast
majority of American families, IF they know
what to do beforehand and have made even the
most modest of preparations.
Tragically, though, most Americans today
won't give much credence to this good news,
much less seek out such vital life-saving
instruction, as they have been jaded by our
culture's pervasive myths of nuclear unsurvivability.
Most people think that if nukes go off then
everybody is going to die, or will wish they had.
That's why you hear such absurd comments as;
"If it happens, I hope I'm at ground zero and go
quickly."
This defeatist attitude was born as the
disarmament movement ridiculed any
alternatives to their agenda. The sound Civil
Defense strategies of the 50-60's have been
derided as being largely ineffective, or at worst a
cruel joke. With the supposed end of the Cold
War in the 80's, most Americans saw neither a
need to prepare, nor believed that preparation
would do any good. Today, with growing
prospects of nuclear terrorism, from loose nukes
in Pakistan to Iran getting the bomb, we see
emerging among the public either paralyzing
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fear or irrational denial. People can't envision
effective preparations for ever surviving a
nuclear attack.
In fact, though, the biggest surprise for most
Americans, if nukes are really unleashed, is that
they will still be here!
Most will survive the initial blasts because
they won't be close enough to any "ground
zero", and that is very good news. Outside of the
relatively small zone at ground zero, up to 80%
of casualties could be prevented if people knew
to drop and cover when they saw a bright flash
instead of going to the window to investigate.
Unfortunately, though, few people will be
prepared to next survive radioactive fallout if
there is any. Fallout could eventually kill many
times more than the blast. However, there is still
more good news, as well over 90% of those
potential casualties from fallout can be avoided,
IF the public was pre-trained through an
aggressive national Civil Defense educational
program. Simple measures taken immediately
after a nuclear blast, by a trained public, can
prevent agonizing death and injury from
radiation exposure.
Ultimately more people will die from panic
than either blast or fallout. Simple knowledge
and minimal preparations can prevent panic.
The National Planning Scenario #1, an
originally confidential internal 2004 study by the
Department
of
Homeland
Security,
demonstrated some of the above survival odds
when they examined the effects of a terrorist
nuke going off in Washington, D.C.. They
discovered that a 10 kiloton nuke, about 2/3rds
the size of the Hiroshima bomb, detonated at
ground level, would result in about 15,000
immediate deaths, and another 15,000 casualties
Southwest Free Press

from the initial blast, thermal flash and radiation
release. As horrific as that is, the surprising
revelation here is that over 99% of the residents
in the DC area will have just witnessed and
survived their first nuclear explosion. Clearly, the
good news is most people will survive the initial
blast.
That study also soberly determined that
another 250,000 people would soon be at risk
from lethal doses of radiation from the fallout
drifting downwind towards them after the blast
assuming the nuke was blown up on the ground.
If it was blown off in a private plane or on top of
a tall building there would be little or no fallout.
However, these much larger casualty numbers
are avoidable, and that's more good news, but
only for those self-taught or pre-trained by a
Civil Defense program in what to do before
fallout arrives.
Another study, released in August 2006 by
the Rand Corporation, looked at a terrorist 10
kiloton nuke arriving in a cargo container and
being exploded in the Port of Long Beach,
California. Over 150,000 people were estimated
to be at risk downwind from fallout, again many
more than from the initial blast itself.
Today, lacking any nuclear Civil Defense
program whatsoever, millions of American
families continue to be at risk and could perish
needlessly for lack of essential knowledge that
used to be taught at the grade school level.
Editor’s Note:
Please see the insert in this issue on building
your own Radiation Detector from established
records.
January 8, 2010

NIH Report Notes Similarity Of New York
City H1N1 Swine Flu Deaths With 1918
Spanish Flu Pandemic
A shocking new report from the National Institutes For Health has noted the
similarity between H1N1 swine flu deaths in New York City and deaths caused
by the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic. The scientists involved in this research
examined autopsy reports, hospital records and other clinical data from 34
patients who died from the H1N1 swine flu between May 15th and July 9th,
2009. All but two of the H1N1 deaths discussed in the report occurred within
New York City. What the report found was that the H1N1 swine flu virus had
attacked the protective cells that lined the respiratory system of these patients.
That caused these patients to be much more susceptible to bacterial infections.
According to the report, this is consistent with what happened to victims of
the flu during the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic. This new research is all the more
disturbing considering the fact that many reports of similar H1N1 swine flu
symptoms are now pouring in from all over the globe.
While some observers have been speculating on a link between the H1N1
swine flu and the 1918 Spanish flu for some time now, the truth is that this report
is the first scientific research to openly come out and publicly declare a link
between the two. The NIH report puts it this way....
In fatal cases of 2009 H1N1 influenza, the virus can damage cells throughout
the respiratory airway, much like the viruses that caused the 1918 and 1957
influenza pandemics
We had previously reported on new research which shows that most victims
of the 1918 Spanish flu actually died from bacterial pneumonia. Now, this new
report clearly states that these H1N1 swine flu victims in New York City
experienced a similar attack on their respiratory systems which led to bacterial
infections in many cases....
A microscopic examination of tissues throughout the airways revealed that
the virus caused damage primarily to the upper airway—the trachea and
bronchial tubes—but tissue damage in the lower airway, including deep in the
lungs, was present as well. Evidence of secondary bacterial infection was seen in
more than half of the victims.
Not only that, but the damage to the lungs of these New York City H1N1
victims sounds very comparable to the damage to the lungs of victims of the 1918
Spanish flu and to the damage to the lungs of patients in Ukraine....
The researchers examined tissue samples from the 34 deceased individuals to
assess how 2009 H1N1 influenza virus damaged various parts of the respiratory
system. “We saw a spectrum of damage to tissue in both the upper and lower
respiratory tracts,” says Dr. Taubenberger. In all cases, the uppermost regions of
the respiratory tract—the trachea and bronchial tubes—were inflamed, with
severe damage in some cases. In 18 cases, evidence of damage lower down in the
finer branches of the bronchial tubes, or bronchioles, was noted. In 25 cases, the
researchers found damage to the small globular air sacs, or alveoli, of the lungs.
At the end of the report, one of the key doctors involved in the research makes
it clear that the respiratory system damage found in the New York City H1N1
patients was consistent with patterns seen during the 1918 and 1957 flu
pandemics that killed millions....
“This pattern of pathology in the airway tissues is similar to that reported in
autopsy findings of victims of both the 1918 and 1957 influenza pandemics,”
notes Dr. Taubenberger. This report is incredibly sobering - especially
considering what has been going on in Ukraine.
In Ukraine, hundreds of people have been dying of severe respiratory disease.
What has apparently been happening is that the H1N1 swine flu has been
viciously attacking the protective cells lining the respiratory system, thus allowing
bacterial infections to ravage the lungs. Temperatures inside the lungs of some
patients in Ukraine have reached as high as 135 degrees Fahrenheit, and as some
of these victims near death their lungs begin to literally disintegrate and turn
black as charcoal.
Ukrainian Professor Viktor Bachinsky recently described what symptoms he
is seeing in patients with this virus....
"The virus, which causes death, is very aggressive, it does not strike the
trachea, but immediately gets into the lungs and causes heavy swelling and solid
hemorrhage. Mixed types of parainfluenza and influenza A/N1N1 lead to this
state. This is a very toxic strain, which has not yet answered to the treatment of
the Ministry of Health."
In Ukraine this H1N1 swine flu virus is causing the total destruction of the
lungs of its victims. Recombinomics recently posted a translation of an official
announcement by the Ukraine Ministry of Health that graphically describes
what is happening to these patients....
The symptoms are observed at different stages of disease - a fever with a
temperature over 38 C, cough, respiratory disorders. When cough was
characterized by negligible allocation phlegm or dry unproductive cough with
blotches of blood. All the patients come to hospital on average by 3-7 days of
onset, were in serious condition. Period of time from onset to death averaged
from 4 to 7 days. In all patients during a hospital for signs of respiratory
insufficiency of various degrees, which quickly rose and manifested accelerated
respiration rate, shortness of breath and effectiveness of independent breathing.
X-ray studies were performed on 1-2 day hospitalization. Most patients
experienced a double-headed particles of lower lung lesion, followed by a trend
towards total destruction.
It has been a truly frightening situation over there. One doctor in Western
Ukraine was quoted as saying the following about what the lungs of people who
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Great for altitude sickness, jet lag, migraines, cross country or
downhill skiing ventures in high altitudes, workouts or other
sporting and recreational events where extra O2 is needed.
O2 System/2 Cartridges, $19.95. Refill Pack (6, 14 blast
cartridges) $19.95. Convenient belt holder, $14.95.

Check local ski & sport shops, or ORDER AT
PUREHEALTHSYSTEMS.COM/OXYGEN.HTML

Wholesale Orders, CALL (970) 731-9724
have died there look like....
"We have carried out post mortems on two victims and found their lungs are
as black as charcoal. They look like they have been burned. It’s terrifying."
Now similar reports are coming in from Russia, China, Brazil, France and
Norway. There have even been reports of similar H1N1 symptoms in Iowa and
Utah. So what is causing the H1N1 virus to do this to some people? Well, many
health authorities are claiming that the "D225G" change in the receptor binding
domain for the H1N1 influenza is associated with both bleeding in the lungs and
a low reaction to the H1N1 swine flu vaccine.
For more about this H1N1 mutation, please check out our previous article on
the matter. The reality is that this D225G mutation does seem to be linked with
more aggressive behavior by the virus. It does seem to produce symptoms that
are similar to what victims of the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic experienced.
So will this outbreak of H1N1 become as bad as the 1918 Spanish flu?
Let us hope not. The 1918 Spanish flu is estimated to have killed between 50
and 100 million people worldwide. If that happened today, the consequences
would be unimaginable.

Editor’s Note: If you’ve been following this ongoing agenda, you’ll see
a pattern over and over... 1. They scare everyone with the flu dangers.
2. They warn of a pandemic and shout for everyone to get their
vaccination, which is useless, and likely will lower immunity to this greater
threat. 3. The flu fizzles in its spread, disappointing those interested in its
spread. 4. More genetic work is done on more harmful virus, even to
digging up the graves of some who died in the 1916 epidemic to have the
virus to “study.” 5. Lo and behold... a more virulent virus shows up, and
this last time... imagine that... with “similarities” with the 1916 virus which
killed 50 million or more people. 6. Vaccinations are now moot, but
wait... a “new and improved” vaccination, you can be sure, will likely be
introduced, and we start all over again... so be sure to get yours so you’ll be
further weakened and become a casualty. Maybe the gene pool is being
cleansed of “stupid.”
Put the pieces together people... see the bigger picture, and begin to do
something more than talk and complain, or sleep and slumber. There are
millions of sitting ducks enslaved in their matrix... Will they ever escape?
Southwest Free Press
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Cap-And-Trade Loss A Stunner In Aussie Vote - By Tim Andrews
Cap-and-trade in Australia — which just a week ago was declared a
certainty — is officially dead. This is the first major climate change
turnaround anywhere in the Western world, with significant implications
for our domestic debate. Combined with the Climate-gate e-mails
revealing the data suppression and deceit underpinning “scientific
consensus,” the whole climate change alarmism house of cards is coming
crashing down.
Early last week, the leader of Australia’s conservative opposition,
Malcolm Turnbull, announced that he had reached agreement with the
government to implement cap-and-trade, thus binding his party to
support it in parliament en bloc.
The agreement was signed, sealed and delivered — cap-and-trade
would become law with bipartisan support. Its passage was a certainty. The
elite rejoiced. But then a funny thing happened on the way to the Senate:
The Australian public woke up. The days that followed were simply
stunning. An unprecedented, uncoordinated and spontaneous grassroots campaign erupted to force the opposition to reverse course.
Political offices went into meltdown, unable to cope with the torrent of
phone calls, faxes and e-mails opposing what was effectively a massive tax
hike. By the end of the week, 14 members of the opposition leadership
had resigned in protest. As the public outcry intensified, Turnbull refused
to back down, staking his entire reputation and future on his passionate
support for cap-and-trade.

He violently attacked true conservatives, and repeatedly cried out that
to win government you must be “moderate.” So on early Tuesday
morning, opposition parliamentarians met and voted to replace him. For
the first time since 1916, the leader of a major Australian political party
was deposed on the grounds of just one policy decision: the decision to
support cap-and-trade.
His political career is over, his aspirations to become prime minister
have come to naught.
The newly elected leader promptly announced that the opposition
would once again start acting like conservatives, and would oppose the
government’s great green tax. Without their support, the legislation was
soundly defeated in the Senate.
Cap-and-trade, a scheme initially promoted by Enron to allow traders
to profit at the expense of taxpayers, is currently before the U.S. Senate.
According to the U.S. Treasury, this proposal includes between $100
billion and $200 billion in additional taxes a year, costing an additional
$1,761 per family — equivalent to a 15% hike in the personal income tax.
A further report commissioned by the U.S. Senate has shown that the
additional gas taxes in the proposal equate to $3.6 trillion by 2035.
According to an analysis by the independent Heritage Foundation, once
fully implemented this would lead directly to a staggering 2.5 million jobs
lost.

Imagine “R” values at 70 for your home! Imagine Lots
more! 4-8 hour seminar on all aspects of Jim Starry’s
revolutionary building design for energy efficiency! $249.95
per person . Call (970) 731-7311 and leave your contact
information, and number of seats to hold. Seminar will be
scheduled when a minimum of 10 people have prepaid.

“Archuleta County Republican Women” will be holding their monthly meeting,
Tuesday, January 12 at noon, at Boss Hogg’s Restaurant: Pete Gonzalez is
scheduled as guest speaker, and is speaking on illegal immigration, marijuana
dispensories, and is planning to announce that he will be running for the Sheriff
position once again in November 2010. This will be an excellent time for all
concerned about a constitutional sheriff, to ask Sheriff Gonzalez questions on
this and other issues of concern regarding citizen’s constitutional protection.
Cap & Trade, from P. 16
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to allow traders to profit at the
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ATTENTION PATRIOTS FOR FREEDOM:
I you are interested in receiving occasional emails that will keep
you up-to-date on the facts and news impacting your life... legal and
constitutional data... and other relevant documents, then you
NEED to get on our email notification list. This is just for those
who want to receive up to the minute news on very relevant issues
you need to know about, and can act on.
Simply call our tipe line at (970) 731-7311, or email
tips@southwestfreepress.com and provide your email address... we
don’t need to know your name unless you want to be part of our
network of trusted Americans who are on the side against tyranny
and oppression.
The information you get will give you the edge on what is taking
place around your lives. This isn’t a game any more... it is life and
death...
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News Briefs, from Page 16
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-California) refuse to
remove a provision being called the "Cornhusker
Kickback" -- the nearly $100 million Medicaid
deal Democratic Senator Ben Nelson secured
for his home state of Nebraska. Ostensibly, the
deal was in exchange for Nelson's vote -- the
60th of 60 needed -- favoring the legislation. As
reported earlier, the senator's decision has
angered many Nebraskans.
In a letter sent last week, the 13 attorneys
general argue the provision is "constitutionally
flawed" and violates the U.S. Constitution's
protection against "arbitrary" legislation.
Constitutional historian David Barton, the
president of WallBuilders, also believes the
provision is unconstitutional.
David Barton (WallBuilders)"I think there's
huge constitutional problems with this thing,"
exclaims Barton, "and it may be that we see the
power of Congress limited constitutionally
through a number of different venues by these
various lawsuits that are out there."

from London.
The bomb apparently was never intended to
go off, but was initiated in London to see what
resolve America and to see if the US was “gutless
enough to put up with it.”
This “attack” is supposedly as a response to an
axis of powers forming to include China, Russia
and India moving into an alliance against the
British Empire (which is still in major control of
much of the world’s elite and wealth), and which
some are moving the United States to also join
to save the economic plundering taking place
against the American people and dollar.

Disgraced Mississippi Judge Reports
to Federal Prison
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/us_mississippi_bribery

Colorado, gaining coverage by the national press
(Washington Times, Monday 14 December &
Tuesday 15 December).
Clear The Bench Colorado Director Matt
Arnold has been “persuasive, persistent, and
omnipresent” (in the words of Peoples Press
Collective commentator El Presidente Michael
Sandoval) in raising awareness of the threat
posed to our constitutional rights by an out-ofcontrol, partisan, and activist Colorado Supreme
Court – or, as Matt calls it, the “Mullarkey
Majority.”
Over the last several months, Clear The
Bench Colorado Director Matt Arnold has
spoken at numerous events and appeared at
countless grassroots gatherings (from Fort
Collins to Colorado Springs, from Parker to
Grand Junction); taken to the airwaves on radio
(including Face the State radio, a Backbone
Radio special report, the Amy Oliver show, the
Mike Rosen show and nationwide on the Hugh
Hewitt show) and on television, too (discussing
“Voter Approval of Supreme Court Justices” on
“Independent Thinking” with Jon Caldara) and
interviewed by ABC-TV in Grand Junction;
been interviewed or otherwise appeared in print
numerous times in Colorado, before last week’s
national news debut; and of course provided an
ongoing stream of commentary, analysis and
references on Colorado Supreme Court cases.

Jackson, Miss. – Bobby DeLaughter, a former
Mississippi prosecutor and judge whose legal
conquests became the subject of books and a
movie, reported to federal prison Monday for
lying to the FBI in a judicial bribery
investigation.
Article source:
The next chapter of DeLaughter's life, as
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Politic
inmate No. 12930-042, marks a long fall from
s/Default.aspx?id=837658
the height of his legal career in 1994 when he
was a prosecutor who helped convict a civil
Something to Consider:
rights-era assassin for the 30-year-old murder of
NAACP leader Medgar Evers.
Suggested 28th Amendment:
The 55-year-old DeLaughter (deh-LAW'Europe's looming demise
ter) reported to a federal prison camp in Pine
“Congress shall make no law that applies to the Knot, Ky., before his 2 p.m. deadline, said
"The Europe as you know it from visiting,
citizens of the United States that does not apply Federal Bureau of Prisons spokeswoman Felicia
from your parents or friends is on the verge of
equally to the Senators and/or Representatives, Ponce.
collapsing," Geert Wilders said in a speech in
and Congress shall make no law that applies to
the Senators and/or Representatives that does
ACORN Scandal Bigger Than the United States last year.
The leader of the Netherlands' populist Party
not apply equally to the citizens of the United Watergate
for
Freedom added: "We are now witnessing
States.”
profound changes that will forever alter Europe's
ACORN critic Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) is
destiny and might send the Continent in what
Congressional Reform Act of 2010
mystified that both the Democratic-controlled
1. Term Limits: 12 years only, one of the Congress and the Obama administration aren’t Ronald Reagan called 'a thousand years of
darkness.' " And not just Europe, but America as
possible options below.
doing much about the tax-subsidized organized
well.
A. Two Six-year Senate terms
crime syndicate ACORN even as evidence of its
Been to Europe lately? Thought it was bad?
B. Six Two-year House terms
wrongdoing continues to pile up.
You
ain't seen nothing yet. The passage of the
C. One Six-year Senate term and three TwoIn an exclusive interview, the House Judiciary
Lisbon Treaty, hailed by President Obama,
Year House terms.
Committee member describes the ACORN saga
2. No Tenure / No Pension: A congressman as “the largest corruption crisis in the history of nailed the coffin shut on national sovereignty in
Europe. The people of Europe fought it, but
collects a salary while in office and receives no America.”
were overwhelmed by their political elites and
pay when they are out of office.
“It’s thousands of times bigger than
3. Congress (past, present & future) Watergate because Watergate was only a little the lack of American leadership in this age of
participates in Social Security: All funds in the break-in by a couple of guys,” said King. “By the our rather Marxist, collectivist U.S. president.
Come Jan. 1, 2010, a disastrous and suicidal
Congressional retirement fund moves to the time we pull ACORN out by its roots America’s
pact
called the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership
Social Security system immediately. All future going to understand just how big this is.”
(Europe/Mediterranean) goes into effect with
funds flow into the Social Security system,
Unlike the Nixon-era Watergate scandal, the
Congress participates with the American ACORN scandal reaches not only to the highest little fanfare or examination. It boggles the mind
that such a consequential and seismic cultural
people.
levels of government, but also to states and
4.
Congress can purchase their own localities across America. The president himself shift could be mandated and put into play
without so much as a murmur from the
retirement plan just as all Americans.
and his political advisor Patrick Gaspard used to
5. Congress will no longer vote themselves a work for ACORN and the radical advocacy mainstream media.
Why should Americans care about this?
pay raise. Congressional pay will rise by the group has allies throughout congressional
Americans have to care because this global
lower of CPI or 3%.
leadership who are bending over backwards to
6. Congress loses their current health care protect it. President Obama has also hired as gobbledygook is coming to our shores, thanks to
system and participates in the same health care White House counsel Bob Bauer, whom King our globalist president.
system as the American people.
described as “the number one defender of
Safety of Beef Processing Method Is
7. Congress must equally abide in all laws ACORN in the country.”
they impose on the American people.
Questioned
8. All contracts with past and present
Clear The Bench Colorado goes
congressmen are void effective 1/1/10.
Eight years ago, federal officials were
national! clearthebenchcolorado.org
struggling to remove potentially deadly E. coli
Christmas Day Bombing Threat a possible
from hamburgers when an entrepreneurial
Another recent Colorado Supreme Court
false flag British Operation
company from South Dakota came up with a
decision (People v. Gutierrez) excluding
novel idea: injecting beef with ammonia.
Evidence is surfacing that a rogue element of evidence gained from a search of tax records of
The company, Beef Products Inc., had been
the british Government with plans to control an illegal alien charged with identity theft has looking to expand into the hamburger business
and dominate America planned the Bomb scare added yet more fuel to the fire sparked by the with a product made from beef that included
simply as an “intelligence Probe” of the grassroots movement to restore accountability to
See News Briefs, Page 23
American response system to a blatant attack Colorado’s judicial branch, Clear The Bench
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"The Compact Fluorescent - An Instrument of Tyranny!"
By Ron Ewart, President - National Association of Rural Landowners
All we have to protect ourselves from the
charlatan, the con man, a special interest group,
or the government, is our intellect, our
knowledge, logic and common sense. That's it.
Our intellect, through the use of logic, allows us
to sift through our knowledge and render
judgments and conclusions about what we
observe with our five senses. Our common sense
allows us to compare information that we receive
through those senses, against that which a
normal, prudent and reasonable person could
reasonably assume to be true, based on his or her
accumulated knowledge.
There are situations however, in which
common sense and gut feeling don't work. Ask
any pilot who has flown through a cloud without
instrument flight training. But irrespective of
three-dimensional flight, our common sense and
gut feelings are fairly accurate, here on the
ground at least. The old saying that, "..... if it
doesn't look like a duck, fly like a duck, or quack
like a duck, it probably isn't a duck."
So let's apply our intellect, knowledge, logic
and common sense to the assertion that man's
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are
contributing to the alleged crisis of run-away
global warming. Probably, the most illuminating
piece of knowledge to the argument is the
history of the Earth itself. It is a very violent
history that includes ice ages, great warming
periods, massive, planet-wide volcanic eruptions
and collisions with comets and asteroids, each of
which is quite capable of removing civilized
humans and civilization itself from the planet.
The hard truth is, Earth has been going through
a quiet period since the end of the last ice age,
some 10,000 years ago, a period in which human
civilization has been allowed to grow and
prosper. The next 10,000 years could be so
disastrous as to render human existence almost
non-existent, or we could be wiped out
tomorrow by a collision with a large, extra-

Resource Page:

terrestrial object.
One other piece of our knowledge, as sifted
by our intellect, is that the weather, over which
our arrogant leaders want to control "in order to
save the planet", is a non-linear dynamic system.
The scientific characteristics of a non-linear
dynamic system is, they almost defy long-range
predictions by any method, including computer
modeling. Ask yourself, why do we have weather
reports every hour on the hour? Because
weather is a non-linear dynamic system that
changes constantly and sometimes instantly
violently. No matter how hard the weathermen
or the scientists tweak their models, accurate
predictions over a day or two long, are virtually
impossible because there are just too many
variables. What is even more curious, is that
being a weatherman is the only job you can get
paid over $100,000 a year, for being accurate less
than 30% of the time.
Given that information, man's puny attempt
to control the weather by limiting mangenerated CO2, or trying to control any of the
other events that could affect life on Earth as we
know it, is pure folly. All we can really do is get
out of the way, if we can. The Kyoto Treaty was
folly and the Copenhagen accord, if signed by
the President and ratified by the Congress, is
also pure folly and a grossly negligent act. The
actions being taken by our government and the
governments of other western countries who
sign on to this insanity, is akin to two pilots in an
airliner filled with passengers, suddenly going
absolutely berserk and crashing the plane into
the ground. It is political, economic and
sovereign suicide on a national scale. It is
forcing the "passengers" on our national
airplane, to commit suicide with the pilots.
One of the more egregious symbols of this
insanity, is forcing the "passengers" on our
national airplane to switch from good 'ole
Edison's incandescent light bulb that emits a

pleasing white light, to the compact fluorescent
light bulb that emits a ghostly light. A light
bulb that is filled with a highly toxic substance
(Mercury), requires special handling for disposal
and very expensive hazardous waste clean up, if
accidentally broken. To add insult to injury, the
insane pilots of our national airplane, in their
infinite wisdom, then outlawed Edison's
incandescent light bulb. Ludicrous!
Since it follows that the premise of mancaused global warming is false, based on our
intellect, knowledge, logic and common sense,
all actions taken by government to "fix" mancaused global warming are equally false and will
only serve to send the national airplane known
as America, into a spiraling crash from which
there will be no chance of survival, by pilots who
have gone absolutely crazy and flew our airplane
into the ground.
Somehow, we need to bring sanity back into
the heads of our "pilots, but how do we do that?
Believe it or not, there is an equal and opposite
response to this insanity and it will really get the
attention of the "pilots" flying our national
airplane. Why don't we just turn the compact
fluorescent light bulb into an instrument of
protest? That is exactly what we have done. We
have delineated the method of protest at our
website
at:
http://www.narlo.org/fluorescent.html. Won't
you join with us in exercising our unalienable
rights and letting our "pilots" know we ain't
goin' to let them fly our "airplane" into the
ground ..... not now, not ever!

The Wizard of Oz is 70 years old. A
remake would not be as good: If
Dorothy were to encounter men and
women with no brains, no hearts, and
no courage today, she wouldn't be in
Oz, she'd be in Congress.

The following are documents on the Southwest Free Press website, or links to other sites that provide detailed information on the various topics

presented. Use these documents to strengthen your knowledge and facts on government, finances and other issues. Opinions are of no use to anyone if not supported by facts
and truth. "In times of universal deceit, telling the truth will be a revolutionary act." - George Orwell. Get back copies of the Southwest Free Press for the facts and resources
you NEED to be informed. (southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html). You can also “Google” or “YouTube” the various terms for great amounts of information! Please note:
All web addresses online or in the PDF documents in the resource website, are “clickable.” Simply click on them and you will be taken to the proper page!
Population Reduction:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCUe61hmqsA

Expo Video on Money and YOU: http://eclipptv.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=8857
Obama Standard Kenyan Born Article:
http://web.archive.org/web/20040627142700/eastandard.net/headlines/news26060403.htm
Obama Standard Hawaii Born Damage Control:
http://web.archive.org/web/20040810141229/eastandard.net/headlines/news13050410.htm
IRS loses long term case due to fraud:
Actual Case:

http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/IRS loses long term case due to fraud.pdf
http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Dixon v. Commissioner-316 F3d 1041-fraud by IRS.pdf

What is Income Legally?
http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/what-is-income.pdf
Case Law on bootleg 1040 Form, and More:
http://thematrixhasyou.org/affidavit-updated/attachment-d-u.html
Complete IRS Fraud Discussion and Case law:
http://thematrixhasyou.org/affidavit-updated/affidavit-of-truth-and-notice-final.html
(Based on actual Federal Court Case).
Continental Congress Articles of Freedom :
http://www.cc2009.us/images/pdf/Articles-of-Freedom.12.24.2009.pdf
America’s Secret ICE Castles:
http://www.thenation.com/doc/20100104/stevens/single
Global Governance Video:
http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=116823
Articles of Freedom - Continental Convention-2009:
http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Articles-of-Freedom-CC2009.pdf
Obama Places United States in Police State: http://www.examiner.com/x-3704-Columbia-Conservative-Examiner~y2009m12d26-USplaced-under-international-policestate
Economic Terrorism and Policy Change for Interpol Investigations:
http://worldreports.org/news/255_official_money_saboteurs__economic_terrorists

Why the Health-Care Bills Are Unconstitutional:

http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Why the Health-Care Bills Are

Unconstitutional.pdf
Income Taxation Fraud Documentation:
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Why Does Interpol Need Immunity from American Law? By Andy McCarthy
You just can’t make up how brazen this crowd is. One week ago,
(December 16, 2009) President Obama quietly signed an executive order
(Executive Order 12425) that makes an international police force immune
from the restraints of American law.
Interpol is the shorthand for the International Criminal Police
Organization. It was established in 1923 and operates in about 188
countries. By executive order 12425, issued in 1983, President Reagan
recognized Interpol as an international organization and gave it some of
the privileges and immunities customarily extended to foreign diplomats.
Interpol, however, is also an active law-enforcement agency, so critical
privileges and immunities (set forth in Section 2(c) of the International
Organizations Immunities Act) were withheld.
Specifically, Interpol’s property and assets remained subject to search
and seizure, and its archived records remained subject to public scrutiny
under provisions like the Freedom of Information Act. Being constrained
by the Fourth Amendment, FOIA, and other limitations of the
Constitution and federal law that protect the liberty and privacy of
Americans is what prevents law-enforcement and its controlling
government authority from becoming tyrannical.
On Wednesday, however, for no apparent reason, President Obama
issued an executive order removing the Reagan limitations. That is,
Interpol’s property and assets are no longer subject to search and
confiscation, and its archives are now considered inviolable. This
international police force (whose U.S. headquarters is in the Justice
Department in Washington) will be unrestrained by the U.S.
Constitution and American law while it operates in the United States and
affects both Americans and American interests outside the United States.
Interpol works closely with international tribunals (such as the
International Criminal Court — which the United States has refused to
join because of its sovereignty surrendering provisions, though top Obama
officials want us in it). It also works closely with foreign courts and lawenforcement authorities.
Why would we elevate an international police force above American
law? Why would we immunize an international police force from the
limitations that constrain the FBI and other American law-enforcement
agencies? Why is it suddenly necessary to have, within the Justice
Department, a repository for stashing government files which, therefore,
will be beyond the ability of Congress, American law-enforcement, the
media, and the American people to scrutinize?
Editor’s Note: Does the word “Duh” mean anything to anyone? What
this is saying is simple: Obama is supporting a potential “domestic
terrorist” police organization that has immunity to prosecution for any
“crimes” against Americans, such as illegal searches and seizures of
property and information, wiretapping, kidnapping of “dissidents,” or
anyone who is a threat to the corporate beast, physical abuse in “doing
their job,” or whatever. How convenient.
This essentially is a free ticket from prosecution for this organization,
and anyone can disappear, or any crime against us can occur and no one
could do anything about it. In fact, one report states that “President
Obama has ordered that all dissident US citizens be “effectively
disappeared by March 2010 as fears of civil war continue growing in that
fast collapsing country.”
This means rounding up dissidents, or anyone who might be a threat
to the status quo, and remove them from the continent, and to
international prisons, without ANY constitutional rights whatsoever. I say
NO to THAT bull... but who will stand together against this lawlessness?
Editor’s Update Note:
Recent Developments just uncovered reveal a series of Economic
Terrorist activities going on within the United States and against the
News Briefs, from Page 21
fatty trimmings the industry once relegated to
pet food and cooking oil. The trimmings were
particularly susceptible to contamination, but a
study commissioned by the company showed
that the ammonia process would kill E. coli as
well as salmonella.
Officials at the United States Department of
Agriculture endorsed the company’s ammonia
treatment, and have said it destroys E. coli “to an
undetectable level.” They decided it was so
effective that in 2007, when the department
began routine testing of meat used in hamburger
sold to the general public, they exempted Beef
Products. Entire article at nytimes.com
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American people, possibly another reason for the Interpol immunity. This
does not justify unconstitutional activities by Interpol, and the avoidance
of same by the government, but here are pieces of information on this
developing situation:
“Policy Change (Interpol immunity) At The U.S. Department Of
Justice: All U.S. Financial Subversives Now Treated As Economic
Terrorists.”
“This whole issue was initiated by the lien filed against the U.S.
Treasury and the Federal Reserve. The calamity surrounding the Lien, in
the immense sum of $47 trillion activated on or about 6th December and
imposed by the sovereign Lien Holders – the Chinese parties and the
British Monarchical Power.”
“ALL individuals and entities within the United States' jurisdiction
that have participated in the stealing, diversion and conversion of funds
belonging to others, INCLUDING past and present officials, both elected
and appointed, within the US Government and its structures, WILL BE
INVESTIGATED AND PROSECUTED FOR ECONOMIC
TERRORISM perpetrated against the United States and the American
people (and the Rest of the World) an act of war. The penalty for
TREASON IN TIME OF WAR is summary execution.”
“It follows that the US Attorney General and all the State Attorneys
General are now obliged** to act vigorously on the basis of the mentioned
POLICY CHANGE, or they themselves can be arrested for obstruction
of justice by INTERPOL personnel and then extradited to a relevant
jurisdiction such as the British jurisdiction for defying obligations
imposed upon them by International Law, or else subjected to the full
rigours of American law, which prescribes summary execution for treason
in time of war. Economic terrorism is treason.”
It would appear to me that this declaration could and should also
include the massive fraud and theft of mortgages and homes through
foreclosures where fraud is highly likely, or any other greedy acts by
corrupt bankers, attorneys and financial elite.
This is an extremely serious situation, that, if proven to be true and
valid, all employees and lawyers with mortgage companies and banks
involved with this and know of it and do NOT report it, can be held
accountable, and even executed.
**MISPRISION OF FELONY: U.S. CODE, TITLE 18, PART 1,
CHAPTER 1, SECTION 4:
“Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony
cognizable by a court of the United States, conceals and does not as soon
as possible make known the same to some Judge or other person in civil
or military authority under the United States, shall be fined under this title
or imprisoned not more than three years, or both”
In a past issue of the Free Press, we reported on the Immense Leo
Wanta trust fund established in the name of the American people, but that
certain government leaders and others are in active efforts to locate the
fund, and prevent the fund from being given to the American people, and
to resolve the national debt.
It appears that perhaps this fund is also linked to the investigations
being initiated on an international level.
I am dubious of this being a “righteous” search for “criminals harming
the American people,” but IS possibly a means to locate the Wanta fund,
and is a worldwide attempt by the elite bankers to consolidate other
financial loose strings and power into one worldwide power and financial
base.
It can only be hoped that there are some true American leaders within
government and military that are part of this investigation and drive, all
protecting American and International people’s interests. Don’t hold your
breath on that one till the fat lady sings.
Read the whole report at the source located on our Resource P. 22.

they were known by law enforcement
personnel.The authorities were randomly
searching
vehicles and citizens on the street
False Flag Lockdown Test in Pagosa?
claiming to be trying to find this “guy with a
Thursday, 1-7-10, the entire downtown area gun.” And... where did the guy go and what
of Pagosa Springs, including schools, was in a made him leave the woman’s vehicle, despite the
lockdown due to an alleged story about a man gun?
picked up by an unidentified woman, who then
Equipment being set up... again?
allegedly pulled a gun on her. She then allegedly
made a cell phone call to authorities on the
Reports are coming in on the reevent. From the beginning, this story reeks of
establishment of equipment once again near
nothing more than testing how citizens will
Park and Vista in Pagosa Springs. Weather
respond to authorities in emergency situations.
equipment monitoring was the last stated
Identifying the woman should be no problem via
purpose, just last year. Why is it back again?
cell phone records. Calls to the free press stated
some citizens were approached, even though

Late breaking news:
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